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HOME OF HEROES
The Story of the Holland House
CECIL E. BURNEY

•

About three and one-half miles out of Anderson on the Anderson-Navasota
Highway is what is believed to be one of the oldest Anglo houses in Texas-the
Francis Holland House. Dating from the earliest days of Stephen F. Austin's Old
Three Hundred, the house has been the scene of more tragedy than triumph. Strategically located on the early immigrant trails, the dwelling was a place of hospitality for early colonists as they headed toward the La Bahia cros..'ling of the
Brazos River and down to San Felipe de Austin. It was a gathering place
for colonists as they came to cast their votes for officers in the Austin Colony.
During the spring of 1834, as dreaded cholera crept up the Brazos, disease almost
wiped out all of the residents of the house.
Most significantly, however, this sturdy double log cabin was the boyhood
home of heroes in the Texas cause. From its door went forth three young
men to answer the call to arms in the autumn of 1835. Within days they were
fighting Mexicans at the old Mission Concepcion near Bexar. One brother,
Tapley Holland, stayed On for the storming of San Antonio and to give his life
for Texas at the Alamo.
This is the Holland House. But there are no Hollands anymore. The
father, Francis, and his wife and the four Holland sons all died in the brief
historic decade of the 1830's. Disease, Indians, and war took their relentless
toll, and only the house itself remains today as. a physical reminder of their
sacrifice.
The house was built by a colonist named Millican in 1821, who sold it
According to W. P. Zuber, Andrew Millican settled on
the Coshattee Trace in 1821 on the "southwest side of Ten Mile Creek," where
he erected a set of substantial log houses, and enclosed and cultivated a farm,
on which he raised one crop of corn.'

to Holland in 1822.

•

•

•

The Coshattee Trace was a section of the old "Contraband Road" which
ran through Grimes County and which was used by smugglers of contraband
goods in their illicit traffic between Alexandria, Louisiana, and the Rio Grande.
This section of the road got its name from the Coshattee Indians who used
it in their hunting expeditions.
Francis Holland migrated from Canada to the Scotia River region of Ohio
where he and his brother married the Buck sisters. From this point he journeyed
to Kentucky, Tennessee, and Louisiana. In 1821, he moved from Cheneyville,
Louisiana, to what is now Sabine County, Texas. He arrived in Grimes County
in 1822 with a large group of relatives and camped near the Millican place.
Holland found this area to his liking, while Millican wanted to move westward;
Holland bought Millican's improvements. He located his headright league on
the "Ten-Mile" Creek so as to include the improvements erected by Millican.
The creek flowed lengthwise through his land-his land extended up the creek
on both side for two leagues and extended laterally half a league. Since he
was the first permanent settler on this creek, the name became "Holland's
Creek,'u
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During the next eight years, Francis Holland's was the nearest residence
to the site on which Anderson stands. 3

A road, branching from the Old La Bahia Road a few miles north of
his residence, ran close by Holland's house toward the Gulf Coast. ~
E. L. Blair, Grimes County historian, reports that in the fall of 1821
Stephen F. Austin's first colony of three hundred families began to arrive in
Texas. He relates that Andrew Millican came to Texas that year:
One was Andrew Millican, a raoehman from Millican Bend.
Arkansas . . . Millican remained only One winter within the
limits of the present Grimes County. He sold out to the
Hollands in 1822 and moved into what is now Brazos County.s

In reporting upon the arrival of Francis Holland to Grimes County, Blair says:
In 1822 Francis Holland conducted a large group of relatives
from Louisiana into what is now Grimes County ... Following
the old Coshattee Trace, they came upon the log houses
belonging to Andrew Millican on the southwest side of TenMile Creek. Francis Holland bought all the improvements
from Millican and located his league along both banks of
the creek. 6
Irene Taylor Allen, Anderson historian, reports that Andrew Millican was
the first arrival in Grimes County. She describes his activity:

•

•
~

,
i

The first settler in the Anderson vicinity was Andrew Millican
who settled on the old Coshattee Trace on the southwest
side of Ten-Mile Creek, now Holland's Creek.
He erected log cabins about three and one-half miles southwest
of the present site of Anderson on the hill to the right of the
road and near the present bridge crossing Holland's Creek on
the Anderson and Navasota Road, Highway 90.
Andrew Millican enclosed and cultivated a farm on which
he raised one crop of corn.
In 1822 a large company of immigrants from Louisiana, all
related to each other, came and camped near Andrew
Millican's cabins,
No One was home but the newcomers realized that white
men lived in the cabin, so they remained for a few days until
the return of Millican . , r
Mrs. Allen lists among ''the interesting old houses in Anderson," the
Francis Holland home "located on Holland's Creek." She reports that it was
"built prior to 1834." In 1957, the home was owned by Ray Haley, who has
since moved to Houston. Mrs. Allen says that the "stranger's room" was a
point of special interest to visitors.'
Francis Holland, a native of Canada, had been born in about 1770, He
was a rough man, very limited in education, improvident, but contented.
He had moved from place to place over a lifetime, seeking a locality in which
he could willingly reside during the rest of his life. He found it in Austin's

.-

•

.
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Colony. W. P. Zuber, a historian of Holland's day, says that Hol1and was of
"good sense, weB informed on some subjects, strictly honest, generous, hospitable
and charitable."u
Holland's dwelling was a substantial hewn-log building, with two rooms,
each twenty feet square. There was a good chimney in each room. One of
the rOOms had one door while the other had two. Each had one small window
with wooden shutters and no glass. There was a twelve-foot hall between
them. The rooms were built on the ground, and "Mother Earth" served as
a floor to each apartment. There Was little furniture. Holland's own description of the house in February. 1831, is quoted by W. P. Zuber as:

My house contains two
chimney. My sons have
fOf OUf winter's supply.
Some Indian neighbors
cribs .. /0

large rooms, each with a good
cut and hauled abundance of wood
We have but little furniture .
house their corn in one of my

As one of the "Old Three Hundred,"lt Holland obtained the grant to the
land on which his house is located from the Mexican government. Procedurally,
Holland was first interviewed by Stephen F. Austin, who reviewed his character
certificate and examined his recommendations. Austin then issued a permit for
Holland to select his land, and after Holland had selected it, Austin checked his
records to insure that he had not granted the land to someone else. 12 At this
stage, Holland made his forma] application for the land:
To the HonorabJe Commissioner Baron de Bastrop

,
•

•

I, FRANCIS HOLLAND, originally of the United States of
America, ..md an actual resident of this Province of Texas
before Your Honor say, that having removed to the said point
with the intention of locating in the colonial establishment
conceded by the Supreme Government of the Mexican Nation,
to Empresario Estevan F. Austin, I hope that admitting me
with my family, as one of the settlers of said County. you will
kindly apportion to me and place me in possession of the
quantity of land which the law gives to the colonists in the
class which I am; that I may soon cultivate that which is
assigned to me. subjecting myself in all cases to the Jaws
which govern and to defend the rights of independence and
Jiberty of the country, wherefore I pray your honor to please
do as I say wherein I may receive favor and justice.
Town of San FeHpe de Auslin, Augusl 7, 1824.
FRANCIS HOLLAND"

•
The next step was taken by the Baron de Bastrop, who represented the
Mexican Government. He wrote Austin:

Town of San Felipe de Austin, August 7, 1824.
The Empresario ESTEVAN F. AUSTIN will state if the
circumstances and requirements exist in the petition to merit
the favor which he solicits.
BASTROP"
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Austin then recommended that Francis Holland be granted a league of land:
By virtue of the foregoing decree of Your Honor, I have
to say that the settler represented in the perwn of Francis
Holland is worthy of the favor which he solicits and may
be properly admitted as a colonist in this new colony by
reason of his good qualities and circumstances and noteworthy
application to agriculture, he being a worker for wages and
industrious, and with these considerations he may well be
granted a league of land.

•

S. Felipe de Austin
ESTEVAN F. AUSTIN"
Austin and the Baron then granted Holland a deed to the land. Austin
signed the deed to evidence Holland's good .;:haracter while the Baron signed
to effect the passage of title from Mexico. The deed is translated:

We, the said Commissioner Baron de Bastrop, Empresario
Don Estevan F. Austin, the witnesses Wm. Munison, David
Mauser, Bowlin Whiteside, the neighbors, and surveyor
Bartlett Sims, and the petitioner, FRANCIS HOLLAND,
repaired to the aforesaid league situated upon a branch of the
Navasota River called in English 'Ten Mile Creek,' three
leagues more or less from Navasota. We pLaced the said
Francis Holland in possession of the said land walking about
with him, saying in a loud and distinct voice, that in virtue of
the command and authority found in us and in the name of
the government of the Mexican nation, we put 'him in possession of said land, with all its uses, customs, rights. and
envolvements unto him, his heirs and successors. And the
said Francis Holland in acknowledgement of finding himself
in real and personal possession of the said land, without
opposition whatever, cried aloud, uprooted herbs, drove stakes,
and performed the necessary ceremonies, he being warned of
the obligation that he must cultivate the same within the
period of two years prescribed by law and that it may thus
appear, we the said Commissioner Baron de Bastrop and
Empresario Esteven F. Austin and witnesses signed for want
of a notary according to law, to Which we attest.

,

•

In the town of SAN FELIPE DE AUSTIN, on the tenth
day of tbe month of August in the year eighteen-hundred
twenty-four.
EL BARON DE BASTROP
EST. F. AUSTIN
Of Assistance: JOHN AUSTIN

SAM M. WILLIAMS"

•
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When recording of the deed was sought, an affidavit was required to prove
its authenticity.
REPUBLIC OF TEXAS
MONTGOMERY COUNTY

,

Before me, Gwyn Morrison, clerk and recorder of the
County aforesaid personally came Charles B. Stewart and
Charles Garrett, and being duly sworn made oath to say they
are acquainted with the handwriting of &tevan F. Austin,
from having frequently seen him write and they verily believe
the signature to the foregoing deed from the Government to
Francis Holland to he the true and genuine signature of
said Austin as he usually 'WTote it.

CHARLES B. STEWART
CHARLES GARRETT
Sworn and subscribed before, the 11th day of May, 1839.
Filed for record and recorded the lIth day of May, A.D. 1839.
FRED KESSLER, Deputy

Recorder 1 !

It is interesting to note that the representative of the Government of Mexico
in this transaction, the Baron de Bastrop, was a genial international con-man
who crossed into Texas from Louisiana in 1805, accompanied by a small but
richly liveried retinue of servants, He introduced himself as a loyal Spanish
subject, unwilling to live under the rule of the United States which had bought
Louisiana, now seeking a new home in Spanish Texas. It would be nearly a
century and a half before this 46~year-old immigrant would be correctly identified
as Phillip Hendrick Hering Bagel, a Dutch colonial officer's son who had
absconded with the proceeds of his work as a tax collector in Holland.
Bogel
had left a wife and several children when he fled to the new world.'"

,

Curiously enough, it was Bastrop who helped Moses Austin obtain permission for the settling of the "300 like-minded former subjects of the King, all
good Catholics." According to a memorandum left by Stephen F, Austin, Moses
Austin had been turned down by the Spanish officials in San Antonio and was
ordered to leave Texas immediately. Bastrop saw Austin there and recognized
him as the man with whom he had spent an evening in an inn in Kentucky
some twenty years earlier. He took Austin to his room, arranged for a delay
in his ordered departure, rewrote Austin's application to establish the colony,
then helped get it approved. In 1823, the Baron was named Commissioner of
Colonization in Austin's Colony with authority to issue titles to the land.]"
Holland's companions located their land so as to form one contiguous block
of land. lO Among those accompanying Holland were William Holland, a
brother; Mrs. Mary Peterson, widowed sister of the Hollands; her two sons,
John and William Peterson; and William Burney, Holland's future son-in-law."
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According to Zuber, Holland's library in the house consisted of "precisely
five books," which he studied constantly:
Webster's Spelling Book
Aesop's Fables

Goldsmith's History of Greece
A poem of about 50 pages

•

A translation of some of the laws of Coahuila and Texas

21

On July 14, ] 829, Francis Holland brought home an order of suppHes
which he purchased from Moore and McKinstry's store at San Felipe de Austin.

An examination of the list of items reveals a great deal about Holland's life
in early Texas days:
10 Ibs. powder
24 Ibs. lead
50 lb•. salt
4 H-- @ .50
16 H - - @ .30
1 Pr.-16 balls thread
1 paper needles
6 butcher knives @;: .50
4 doz. flints
1 box blacking
9 drinks
20 Ibs. coffee
Amount former bill furnished
Rum and whisky
25 Ibs. salt
1 pair earrings

$10.00
3.00
2.25
2.00
4.80
10.00
1.00
.25
3.00
1.00
.37
.56
7.50
9.44
.12
I.l2
1.25
$57.66

It would appear from the record of the transaction that credit was extended
to him as it was on several other occasions. In March, 1830, he owed McKinstry
two notes and an account payable. l ~

•

•

..

It is pleasing to note that an order for ten pounds of powder and twenty-four
pounds of lead was accompanied by a sentimental purchase of a pair of earrings
for his lady.
The Francis Hollands had six children. U

Susan Holland was born in Ohio around 1802. She married William
Burney, a native of Louisiana, in about 1825. Burney had come to Texas with
the Hollands in 1822 and settled on an adjoining league of land. H . The Burneys
had 11 children. 2B Susan married one Vandine after Burney's death in 1845. 27
She died sometime after 1850.~8
Nancy Holland was about three years old when her family came to Texas.
She was born about 1819 in Ohio,29 and lived in Grimes County until her death

\
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in about 1880. 3D She married William Berryman in 1835. They had three
children. l i She inherited the "Holland House" upon the death of her parents
and her four brothers. a ~
For many years after the Civil War, Grimes County and area officials often
visited the Holland House as a result of Mrs. Berryman's generosity. Due to the
economic conditions, bonds were hard to obtain, and Mrs. Berryman served as
surety on many of the bonds that were required of public officials. She made
no distinction between political parties, and when a newly elected official found
that he could not obtain a bond elsewhere, he made the trek to Mrs. Berryman's. ail
James Holland, like his brothers, never married. He was born in Ohio
about 1808. and began fighting Indians when be was 17.u

At one time at San Felipe James Holland helped guard Hiram Friley, who
had been accused of horse stealing and murder. In September of 1830, the
Ayuntamiento authorized the payment of nine dollars to Holland for this
service.a 6 He secured a quarter league of land in Austin's Colony On April 7.
1831. In his application he gave his age as 21 and said that he had come from
Ohio. He related that he was single. 3 K

•

,

•

James and two of his brothers joined the Texas Revolution as members of
Captain Joseph L. Bennett's Regiment as soon as they received news of the
battle near Gonzales. They fought at the Battle of Concepcion in San Antonio
under Captains Fannin and Bowie. James became sick with measles and
pneumonia complications, and returned to Grimes County under the care of
Francis, who escorted him home. 3 7
James and Francis Holland proposed to return to the service as soon as
James was well enough to do SO, but he never recovered and Francis was
required to stay with him to care for his needs until his death in the fall of 1836.
James wanted to serve his country, and deplored his sickness mainly because
it kept him out of the service. Zuber concludes that but for the sickness of
James, doubtless he and Francis would have died with Tapley at the Alamo.
All three boys distinguished themselves at the Battle of Concepcion by their
cool courage. 33 A contemporary reports that they "were all brave, patriotic
and self-sacrificing young men.""
When his administrator brother-in-law, William Burney, filed the inventory
of James' estate, his total estate was valued at $588. It included twenty head
of ,attIe, one gray mare, one bay mare and a colt, and pay due him from the
military.4o
Francis Holland, Jr. was born in Ohio about 1812. He joined his two
brothers in the Battle of Concepcion. After returning home to attend his sick
brother, James, he was enrolled on "Capt. Eli Seal's list of Rangers," on
November 17, 1835, and helped to provide "home front" protection until he Was
discharged on January 25, 1836. 41 Later in 1836, as shown by the June 30,
1836 list of volunteers, he provided further protection for the area as he joined
his two brothers-in-law, William Berryman and William Burney, in volunteering
for duty in the "Texas Army, East of the Brazos, Washington County," under
Captain J. G. W. Pierson. u He was discharged on September 30, 1836. 41
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In 1838, Francis Holland was employed by an association of land-Iocaters
and surveyors headed by William F. Sparks to accompany them beyond the
frontier as their huntsman. Near the source of Richland Creek, about 12 miles

from the present ctiy of Corsicana in Navarro County, a band of Indians killed
Holland. It is an ironic turn of fate that this expert Indian fighter, well trained
by his old Indian fighter father to protect himself, should be killed by an Indian.
His companions realized the extreme danger that faced them and returned home.
A year or two after the occurrence, a friend found Holland's bones and buried

them. u

•

William Holland was an invalid from his birth in about uno. His place of
birth is unknown. He had curvature of the spine and died in the Holland House
in 1834 shortly after his parents' death. t s

•
•

Tapley Holland, hero of the Alamo, was born in about 1810. While the
records in the Alamo do not reveal his place of birth, it is believed that he
was born in Ohio. Zuber relates that the Hollands had "four sons and two
daughters, all born in Ohio probably excepting the youngest two,"H In another
work, however, Zuber stated that James and Francis Jr. were born on the Scotia
River in Ohio.'"
In his application for land, Jame~ Holland reported that he
was "from" Ohio. The two youngest children were Nancy and William. In the
censuses of 1850 and of 1860 Nancy's birthplace is given as Ohio," leaving only
William's nativity uncertain. If Nancy, who was younger than Tapley, was
born in Ohio, then it is reasonable to assume that he too was born there.
In June, 1831, Tapley served as a chain bearcr on a survey team headed by
Captain Horacio Chriesman, The only known signature of Tapley appears on
a receipt for payment for this service. Apparently, he was due sixteen dollars
and he directed that it be paid to Arciniega, the Mexican land commissioner
in Austin's Colony. Of the sixteen dollars Tapley directed that four dollars
be paid for the account of James Holland, who had purchased a quarter league
of land from the government, and twelve dollars be paid for the account of
Francis Holland, who had received a league of land on which payments needed
to be made. t D
Tapley joined his brothers in enlisting in Captain Joseph L. Bennett's
regiment, and fought his way through the Battle of Concepcion and the Siege
of Bexar to the Alamo."" In San Felipe de Austin, the Telegraph and Texas
Register printed the tragic news from Bexar as the reports spread throughout the
Colony. In the issue of March 24, 1836, the name of Tapley Holland is printed
in a casualty list. According to the Moses Rose story, Tapley was the first to
volunteer his life when Colonel Travis drew the line at the Alamo. 51 He died on
March 6, 1836, the day the Alamo fell. His heroism is recorded on a monument
on the Courthouse grounds in Anderson,"~ and his portrait hangs in the Alamo
with this plaque:
TAPLEY HOLLAND

Tapley Holland was the second son of Francis Holland, who came
with his wife and six children from Louisiana to settle in what is now
Grimes County, Texas.

•

•

•

..
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From the first the father, Francis, took part in public affairs in his
district, which was considerably larger than the present Grimes County.
In 1836, his three sons volunteered for service in the first Texas Army.
They saw action in the fighting at Concepcion and in the storming of
San Antonio in December of 1835. Afterwards, two brothers returned
home, but Tapley remained in the garrison of the Alamo.

.

Travis addressed the men, saying there was no longer hope for reinforcement and gave them their choice of attempted escape or staying to
fight to the end. For an instant, there was silence, then, with a bound
young Tapley went across the line, saying:
Let me give a life for Texasp3

•

•

In one respect the plaque inscription is in error, for only Tapley Holland
participated in the storming of San Antonio in December, 1835. Zuber,H as
already stated, says that Francis and James returned home, and this evidence is
borne out by the fact that Francis enrolled in Captain Sears ranging company
on November 17, 1835,"·
On May 4, 1846, Tapley's heirs received a Bounty Land Warrant for 1,920
acres of land in which it was recited that he served in the army "from 13
December 1835 until 6 March 1836 and having been killed at the Alamo with
Lieutenant Colonel W. B. Travis' command."·'G Since Tapley was at the Battle
of Concepcion on October 13, 1835, the dates on the certificate are obviously
wrong.

In 1834, Francis Holland and his wife both died in their home on Holland's
Creek."r By the time administration was had on Holland's estate by his sonin-law, William Burney, and the inventory of his estate was filed in the Probate
Court of Robertson County, Texas, on May 28, 1838, only one-half of his
original league and an unlocated labor of land remained. The half league was
valued at $2,214, while the labor was listed at $150,H
Although Holland apparently died in 1834, his name appeared on the first
tax roll of Washington County, Texas, in 1837. This part of Washington County
later became Grimes County.""

•

Nancy Holland inherited the portion of the Holland league which contained
the house and other improvements. In 1835, she married William Berryman,
a farmer, who lived on the Holland land until his death on January 10, 1863,
Mrs. Berryman died on the same place in 1880.~o
A Grimes County abstractor reports on his search of the County records
as follows:
I can't find any recorded evidence of the partition of Francis
Holland's half league among his heirs. Mrs. Nancy Berryman's maiden name was Nancy Holland, and she was the
daughter of Francis Holland, deceased. She inherited onefourth of the Francis Holland league.
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She married WiJ1iam Berryman in 1835 in Montgomery
County, Texas.
William Berryman died in Grimes County on January 10.
1863. Mrs. Nancy Berryman, his widow, never married
again.
By deed dated November 21, 1879, recorded in Book R.
Page 500, Deed Records of Grimes County, Texas, she
conveyed the property to her son, William Rerryman, Jr., and
her grandson, W. T. Schumacher.
Nancy Berryman died in 1880. 61
Mr. and Mrs. William Holland died a few years after their settlement in
Austin's Colony, and their three daughters moved into the Francis Holland
house, where they lived with their aunt and unc1e. 62

Al;cording to ZUber, Holland owned no Negroes and his sons performed
the labor on the farm,ftS but the Handbook of Texas fl • and the Census of March,
1826/ 5 show him as having two servants.
Francis Holland taught his sons to trail Indians-he was an expert in
Indian lore. A band of friendly Delaware Indians, under a chief named Sullivan,
lived on Francis Holland's league. They did some farming and housed their
com in Holland's crib.~·
Zuber relates a story of how, in February of 1831, his family was traveling
across country and camped near the Hollands. The weather was bitter cold
and there was rain, sleet and snow. They had no tents for camping. Holland,
noticing this, moved the furniture out of one room of his house and moved the
Zuber family into the vacated room. 0 T
In 1857, the Commissioner of Claims issued several commiSSIOns to take
interrogatories concerning the death of Tapley Holland at the Alamo. One of
those requested to answer the interrogatories was William Berryman, son-in-law
of Francis Holland, who then resided in the Holland House. Berryman testified
that he first knew Tapley Holland in 1834, and that in 1835 both "he and his
brother started from my house when they went in the expedition or campaign
against the Mexicans under Travis." He swore that "his brother returned to
my house" after the expiration of three months.~'

As to Tapley Holland, Berryman recalled that "he had brothers and sisters
then living in the vicinity and a number of acquaintances and made my house
his home part of his times before he went into the army . . ."0'
At the time of the settling of the "Old Three Hundred," Texas Was divided
into districts. In 1822, the Holland House was located in the Brazos District
which in 1825 was renamed as the Bravo District in honor of a Mexican general
who was then the Vice President of the Mexican Republic. The government
of each district was headed by an alcalde.'u An alcalde has been compared to
a mayor with judicial functions. In the early days the judicial duties of the
alcaldes were not heavy, but the officers were important agents in Austin's

L
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system of government. They "served as his local correspondents, receiving,
promulgating, and executing his orders, and keeping him informed of local
conditions, supervising militia elections; keeping their districts free of prowling
Indians and vagabonds; settling quarrels; attesting contracts; and performing
what passed in effect, until the arrival of a priest, as a civil marriage
ceremony."11

Francis Holland sought election as alcalde for the Bravo District in 1826.
He was defeated when Coles received 22 votes, while Holland reeeived 17 votes. 12
However, various accounts of HolIand's life show that he served several
terms as alcalde. T3 Recorded history of the Ayuntamientos is scarce and the
names of many of the persons who served as alcalde have been lost. Zuber
reported that Holland's alcalde district covered much of Grimes, Montgomery,
and Walker Counties, as they are now constituted. An account of the way
Holland conducted court is given by Zuber:

t

He presided in Court, neither aided nor confused by lawyersquite unconscious of need of them. Some complex cases, with
conflicting evidence, were presented, but he was skillful in
comparing and weighing evidence, and decided not according
to law and evidence but in accord with evidence and justice
and his decisions were generally approved by disinterested observers. VI
In 1828, the Ayuntamiento, or "governing body," became the real unit of
local government. There was one Ayuntamiento in each municipality. A
municipality in early-day Texas had jurisdiction over a wide area. The Ayuntamiento was composed of alcaldes, rigidores, and a sindieo. If an alcalde compares to our modern mayor, then rigidores compare favorably to an alderman
while a sindieo seems to have been sort of a combination notary and city
attorney.11
In those towns where Ayuntamientos could not be established. local administrative affairs were administered by a eomisario and a sindieo (constable).
Comisarios were to take the census of their precincts, keep a record of families
moving into them and of the places from which they came, assist in the collection of taxes, execute the orders of the Ayuntamiento, arrest disturbers of the
peace and preserve public tranquility, and report "idle and vicious persons" to
the alcalde. In addition, the comisario had minor judicial authority similar to
that of a justice of the peace. U
On December 13, 1830, an election was held for eomisarios of the Precinct
of Viesca, and Frances Holland was elected." He ran again in 1831, and when
the votes were counted, John Bowman received twenty-one votes for comisario
while Holland received only six. 1A

1

The Holland House was the site fixed for the holding of various elections
during the times Texas was a part of Mexico. After determining from a census
that the municipality had "more than 2.800 souls," and that under Mexican law
they were entitled to "one alcalde, four rigidores and one sindico procurator,"
the Ayuntamiento, on November 27, 1829, voted that a proclamation should be
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issued calling an election on the second Sunday of the "coming month." Among
the points fixed for the election was "Francis Holland's House, where Jesse
Grimes will preside.''' ~
On November 7, 1831, the Ayuntamiento found that the municipality had
grown to over 5,000 inhabitants and that they were entitled to a greater number
of officers under the Mexican law. They then called an election to be held on
December 11 and 12. 1831, among other places, in "the Precinct of Viesea .
at the house of Frances Holland, to be presided over by the said HoUand,"so

On April 20, 1824, Francis Holland signed a document appointing Baron
de Bastrop as elector to vote for the colony at the election for a Deputy to the
Convention of the Eastern Internal State.~' From January, 1824, until his
death in 1827, Bastrop was a member of the Legislature of Coahuila-Texas.
There he served well in the interests of Texas' Anglo-American settlers. His
salary, made up of contributions from his constituents, was meager. Despite
the fact that he had made several fortunes, when he died, he had no cash and
the members of the Legislature took up a collection to bury him. s,

Late in the year 1830, the Ayuntamiento invited the various precincts of the
Austin Colony to nominate citizen representatives to meet with the body and
prepare grievances for presentation to the State Legislature. Among the persons
who appeared and presented the certificates of their nomination at the Ayuntamiento meeting November IS, 1830, was Francis Holland. Holland thus represented his district as the Ayuntamiento, discussing such wide-ranging subjects as
judges, trial by jury, land-grant schools, appointment of translators, and removal
of restrictions against the sale of land. It was the ultimate failure of the Mexican
government to honor such grievances as these that led to the growing dissatisfaction of the colonists and the war for independence. U
Francis Holland was a delegate from the District of Washington to the 1833
Convention of Texas which was held at San Felipe de Austin from April 1_13."4
His death in 1834 prevented his participatjon in the Texas Revolution. That he
would have been ready and willing to serve in a military capacity may be inferred
from the fact that he was named as second sergeant in the first militia organized
in the municipality of Austin, March 21, 1829. 81
HoBand's district in the convention of 1833 had no name. He related a
discussion in the convention over the lack of a name. in which he remarked:
"I am the oldest settler in it."
To which Sam Houston jocosely replied:
"Then we will call it New HoJIand. IOU
In later years the Holland name was used as the first designation of Navasota. During the 1850 period the present city of Navasota was a village of tents
and a few Jog huts and was called Hollandale. In 1857, the H. and T,e. Railroad Came through this area, thence on up the Brazos River to Millican, where
it stopped. until after the Civil War. On September 15, 1859, the U. S. Post
Office established HoJIandale, Grimes County, at the depot, and this name
remained officially until October 18, 1865, when the post office was changed
to Navasota."7 The U. S. Census of 1860 also caBs the village HoBandale.

.

•
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Records of the United States Post Office Department indicate that the post
office established as Hollandale was on Route 8517, from Hempstead, by HoI.
landale, Booneville, Wheelock, Owensville, Eutaw, Alta Springs, Marlin. Blue
Bluff, to Waco Village and back. Mail on the Hempstead, Hollandale route was
delivered three and one-half times a week and in four·hourse coaches, with F. P.
Sawyer and B. A. Fisher of Austin, Texas, serving as cOntractors.
In 1832, Francis Holland sold the east 1,107 acres of his headright land to
an Englishman, Henry Fanthorp, for 25 cents an acre. This land included the
present site of Anderson and the famous "Fanthorp Inn."8 5

Two orphan children were also in the household in 1850. U They were John
Grissett, 11, and his brother, William (Holland) Grissirt, 9. They were the sons
of Sarah Holland and W. H. Grissett, both of whom died about 1844. (Sarah
Holland Grissett was the second daughter of William Holland, and a niece of
Francis Hol1and).~Q Some years earlier, Sarah and her two sisters had also moved
into the Francis Holland home following the death of their parents. U
The two little Grissett boys. reared in the Holland House by the Berrymans, grew up with the Alamo story. Mrs. F. M. Bell, of North Zulch, the
former Mary Ella Grissett, daughter of William Holland Grissett, assisted the
Alamo Library in 1946 during the research for a Tapley Holland picture at the
time the Holland painting was done for the Alamo. g ~
As previously stated, the Holland House was transferred by Nancy Berryman to her son, William. and her grandson, W. T. Schumacher, on November 1,
1879. Subsequently, Schumacher conveyed his interest to William Berryman.
Subsequent transfers shown on the deed records of Grimes County, Texas, are
as follows:

PERIODICA

(aJ W. H. Forrester to S. L. Neblelt-1884
(b) Sterling P. Neblett and wife to Chris Becker-1885

LS DEl

(cJ Chris Becker to Henry E. Becker-1919

•

(dJ Estate of Hemy E. BeCker to Joe P. Marek-1946
(e) Joe P. Marek to Walter B. Ellis-1946
(f) Walter B. Ellis to R. M. Haley
(g) R. M. Haley to M. R. Wicham-July 6, 1957

JAN 191972
i

i

:Co. ')'{

...... :.-; I \1

i; \

SFA STATE UNIVER~

C. W. Becker, of Anderson, descendant of the Beckers who acquired the
house in 1885. in 1967 recalled aspects of the Holland House. Mr. Becker, who
was born in 1886, says that in his early childhood the house was known as "the
old Berryman place." He said the house was originally "an old log house but
after Joe Marek bought it he sided it up."n
Mr. Becker recalls that the house "had a big wide hall and a big room with
exposed logs." There were two cisterns, one in the front and another in the
back and WiIlter was brought up in a bucket with a rOpe or chain. His recollection of the plan of the house follows:
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Mr. Becker recalls that "My daddy spent money trying to get water there.
He went down SO or 75 feet and got water, which was kept in stone jars."

Mr. Becker also recalls the old crib of cedar logs southwest of the house.
The old road went north of the Holland House, instead of south as does
Highway 90 now.
"I have danced in that house and visited there many times," Becker recalls.

Dayton Kelley, Assistant Director of the Texas Collection at Baylor University, writes in his column, "Texas and Texans":
"The house in which they lived still stands just outside the historical little
town of Anderson . . ."
The Holland House has fallen into bad times. Pigeons roost in the "Stranger's Room" and hay fills its rooms. The porch is falling away. The rain and
the elements are taking their toll. Surely, someone can turn the key to preserve
for future generations this "Home of Heroes."

•
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FOOTNlYfES
lW. P. Zuber: June 26, 1903, Unpublished Letter to T. P, Buffington,'
Archives, University of Texas.
W. P. Zuber was born in Georgia on July 6. 1820. His family migrated
to Alabama. thence to Louisiana, and then to Texas in 1830. They established their permanent home in Grimes County in 1833. It was on their
journey to Harrisburg in 1831 that they camped on Francis Holland's place
and were the recipients of hospitality that Zuber never forgot.
Zuber served in the Texas Army from March 1 to June I, 1836. Later
he served in the army during several Indian campaigns, and in the Civil War.
He served as justice of the peace in Grimes County.
A charter member of the Texas State Historical Association, he developed a great interest in Texas history. His article in the 1873 Texas Almanac on the escape of Moses Rose from the Alamo recorded for posterity
the story of Travis' drawing the line at the Alamo. He was a prolific
writer and his unpublished manuscripts are in the archives of both the University of Texas and the State Library. Because of his longevity he was able
to record much of the early day history of Texas before his death in 1913.
It is noted that Zuber refers to the location of the Holland House as
being on the "southwest side of Ten Mile Creek" and that other historians
have, on the basis of Zuber's writings, used the same direction. It is impossible to reconcile completely this direction with the location of the house
long known as the "Holland House." According to early maps, the TenMile Creek had many branches meandering over the area, and it appears
that Zuber may have used one of these branches to determine his directions.

!Zuber: Ibid.
Richardson, East Texas, Its History and Its Makers, Vol III, 951.
Some doubt exists about the identification of Millican as Andrew
Millican. When W. P. Zuber wrote his first account of this occurrence in
Francis Holland, Immigrant of 1822. he identified him as "a Mr. Millican."
In a footnote to this biography he related:

•

"Among the Old Three Hundred were three Messrs. Millican: James
and Robert and William. All these located their headrights in what is
now Brazos County; and all received patents July 16, 1824, but I know
not which of the three first settled on 10 Mile Creek. (See Quarterly
of Texas State Historical Association. Oct. 1897, 115)'"
Later, on June 26, 1903, Zuber wrote to T. P. Buffington, and this
time he identifies him:

"In 1821, Andrew Millican settled on the Coshattee Trace ..."
In the same letter Zuber goes on to say that after Millican sold his improvements to Holland, he "removed to a point between the Brazos and Navasota Rivers, a few miles above their junction. There he started what became known as the Millican settlement, on which the town of Millican now
stands."
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A check of the Handbook of Texas and of the reference indexes in the
Archives of the State Library and in the General Land Office reveals no
Andrew Millican in Texas at that time.
An Andrew Millican received a league of land on December 13. 1832,
but for some unknown reason he is not listed in the Application Book in
the Archives of the General Land Office, In such Archives, there is no
record of Andrew Millican other than the title to his land.
In 1826, Robert Millican bad four boys who would have been old
enough to receive a land grant in 1832.

•
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'Zuber: Ibid.
·W. P. Zuber: Francis Holland, Immigrant of 1822, Unpublished Manuscript; Archives, University of Texas.
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L. Blair: EarLy History of Grimes County, 77.
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rIrene Taylor Allen: Saga of Anderson, 28.

"Ibid" 46.
~Zuber:

Francis Holland.

l°Ibid.

llL. G. Bugbee: ''The Old Three Hundred." Quarterly of the Texas State
Historical Association, Volume 1, 51 and 54.
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Allen: Saga of Anderson, 25.
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13Deed Records, Grimes County, Texas. Volume 83, 232.
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Ibid., 233.

IIIbid.

"Ibid., 233-234.
11Montgomery County Transcribed Deed Records, Volume D. 168-171.
1BDutch Histo-Wall, Institute of Texas Cultures, San Antonio.

uibid.
20Survey Map, Grimes County, Texas.
21Zuber: Francis Holland.

nZuber: Ibid.
uRecords of Moore & McKinstry. Samuel Williams' Papers, Rosenberg Library, Galveston.
24Affidavit of Heirship executed by Susan Parker before the Chief Justice
of Robertson County. dated 30 August 1857; now in State Archives.
uZuber: Francis Holland.
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~"Biographical Sketch of Richard Burney, History of McLennan, Falls and
Coryell Counties, Texas.

uProbate Court Records, Grimes County, Vol. 1, 103.
HBlair: Early History of Grimes County, 106.
nU. S. Census, Grimes County.

9OZuber: Francis Holland.
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IIR. L. Jones, Abstractor, Anderson, Texas.
82Zuber: Francis Holland.

18Zuber: James and Francis Holland, Brothers, Unpublished Manuscript in
Archives, University of Texas.
uBarker, "Minutes of the Ayuntamiento of San Felipe de Austin for year
1830," Southwestern Historical Quarterly, XXIII (1919-20), 70 and 73.
35Applications for Land, General Land Office.

nZuber: James and Francis Holland. Brothers.
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In the fall of 1835, Capt. Joseph L. Bennett lived in Montgomery
County and recruited his volunteers from that neighborhood. By late October the Bennett volunteers were part of a group of some 1,000 men at the
headquarters which Stephen F. Austin, Commander in Chief of the Army,
established about eight miles from Bexar. In the official report of the
Battle of Concepcion filed by Bowie and Fannin to General Austin, it was
reported that the Bennett company occupied the north side under the
immediate command of Bowie. The report states that, "a small detachment
of 92 men thus gained a most decisive victory over the main army of the
central government (Mexican), and . . . every man was a soldier, and did
his duty." James Holland and two of his brothers were members of Captain Bennett's company.
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uZuber: James and Francis Holland, Brothers.
UZuber: Letter to Buffington.
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UCapt. Eli Seal's list of Rangers, January 1, 1836, State Archives.
Muster Roll of The Ranging Company raised under the Superintendence
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4°Zuber: Francis Holland.
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uDischarge signed by Capt. J.G.W. Pierson, 30 September 1836, State
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"'Inventory of Estate of Francis Holland. Jr., Probate Records of Montgomery County, Texas.
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Zuber refers in one place to Holland as being a "sub-alcalde" which
he said, in 1903, was equivalent to a justice of the peace. In another place
he refers to Holland as having been a "District Alcalde." ·Since no actual
evidence of his election as an Alcalde for a Municipality has been found,
it is believed likely that he only served as a "Comisario" which, in the precinct, was an office which involved minor judicial duties much like our
present justice of the peace.
<3Zuber: Francis Holland.
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SABINE PASS IN THE CIVIL WAR

w.

T. BLOCK

In extreme Southeast Texas, where the confluence of the Sabine-NechesAngelina waterways meets the sea, lies historic Sabine Pass. The decade before
the Civil War witnessed the beginnings of an export commerce there that would
eventually rank it, for a time, as the second-largest seaport on the Texas coast.
It was the southern terminus for a fleet of six river steamers that freighted the
timber and farm products along our East Texas river roads. Today, it is reduced
by economics to a shadow of its former self, subsisting principally upon the seafood and off-shore drilling industries.
Sabine Pass had its beginnings in 1832 when Thomas Carts of England and
John McGaffey of New Hampshire settled there. l In 1837, a Republic of Texas
custom house was established at Sabine. Shortly afterward, the United States
built its custom house across the channel in Louisiana, following Secretary of the
Treasury Levi Woodbury's report to Congress that smuggling and contraband
slave trade operations were being conducted there.!
In 1839, Sam Houston, Philip Sublette, and associates laid out the first
townsite of Sabine, containing 2,060 lots, issuing $250 denomination stock cer·
tificates, and employing as their local agent an early Sabine Pass settIer named
Niles F. Smith. In 1844, Smith and McGaffey entered into a partnership to
develop the second townsite of Sabine Pass. 3
However, neither promotion resulted in rapid growth. East Texas specu·
lators rushed south to purchase lots Or to stake out land claims, but few remained
as settlers. The 1850 census lists about 150 inhabitants at Sabine, and an
enumeration made in 1857 showed an increase in population of only thirty-five.

•

•

•

The census lists for 1860, however, indicate that a boom had transpired
during the intervening years. By then, Sabine Pass (officially, Sabine City) had
acquired a population of more than 500, exclusive of slaves, and a probable
total nearing one thousand. The frontier settlement began to take on the trap·
pings of civilization, boasting of a doctor, three lawyers, two hotels, two churches,
three large exporting firms, a weekly newspaper, the Sabine Times, schools and
music teachers, and a number of Wholesale and retail merchant establishments.
Fashionable Goble Academy was operated by the Presbyterian minister there. ~

In 1850, Judge D. R. Wingate built one of the first modern steam sawmills
in Texas at Sabine Pass, followed shortly thereafter by another steam mill owned
by J. M. Long. By 1860, a cotton gin and a large sugar mill had been located
there. Along the shores of Sabine Lak.e, contractor John Stamps was laying the
first railroad trackage south of Beaumont. 6
The Morgan Line of steam pack.ets docked frequently at the three large
wharves, providing regular freight, passenger, and mail service to New Orleans
and Galveston. Sabine had increased its cotton exports from eighty.four bales
in 1838 to more than 15,000 bales in 1858. The river steamer Uncle Ben had
carried 5,000 of these, making five 8oo-mile roundtrips up the Sabine River, two
of which reached Belzora, west of Longview in Smith County. Other exports in
that year included 1,000,000 feet of lumber, 6,000,000 shingles, 200,000 barrel
staves, and 115,000 pOunds of tocbacco. By 1859, more than forty vessels were
regularly engaged in trade at the port. 1
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E. I. KeIlie, founder in 1865 of the Jasper Newsboy and long-time steamboat captain and politician, confirmed in his memoirs that Sabine Pass was a
boomtown in 1861, and estimated its population at 3,000. He was a sixteen-yearold printer's devil for the Sabine Times when its publisher, J. T. Fuller, died in
the fall of 1860. Kellie continued publication alone until he enlisted in the
local Confederate company in May of 1861.The outbreak of war shook the local citizenry to its roots for the town was
acutely aware of its exposed position to guns of the Union Navy. Citizen sympathies were divided as well for a large percentage of them had been reared in
the North. A letter of Colonol X. B. DeBray of Houston refers to the suspected
disloyalties among the residents there.·
In the spring of 1861. Sabine Pass citizens organized a committee to prepare
for the town's defense, electing the sawmill operator, Judge Wingate, as its
chairman and K. D. Keith, an export merchant, as his assistant. Keith organized
an infantry company, eventually designated as Company B, Spaight's 21st Regiment. He assumed its command as captain along with Lieutenants Niles H.
Smith, son of Sam Houston's former agent, Joseph O. Cassidy, and Joseph Cbastaine.
Keith drilled his company endlessly to the chagrin of its teenage recruits, and
used them to construct a crude, earthwork fort in the marshland along the
channel. This fortress, known as Fort Sabine, guarded the two channel entrances
of a mile-long oyster reef that lay in the Pass. Keith mounted two 12-pounder
Mexican field guns there along with a battery of IS-pounder smoothbores
loaned from the defenses of Galveston. Later, he received two 32-pounder
smoothbores to bolster the mudfort's armament, giving it an effective range of
about 1,200 yards. lO

In this early period, the story of Sabine Pass is generally one of considerable
apathy on the part of the Confederate command. Its value as a haven for
blockade runners is attested to in at least two letters. Colonel DeBray, commanding the Houston Sub-Military District, noted in one that Sabine Pass "has
proven to be our most important seaport." The Confederate chief engineer
for East Texas, Colonel Julius Kellersberger, added in another that "the Pass
at Sabine is certainly a very important point, and in fact the only port from
where we receive Our powder and other articles..."
In July of 1862, Kellersberger was ordered to Sabine City to inspect the
condition of defenses there. He reported their total inadequacy, stating that the
guns were too small to be effective, and that the crude earthworks were subject
to overflow. He recommended that a new fort be built on higher ground near
the channels' exits from the reef, and that five guns of adequate size be installed
there. Three months later, Colonel DeBray chided the Trans-Mississippi Headquarters for its failure to act on this recommendation, stating that one of two
current disasters might have been averted. At that moment, Union Lieutenant
Frederick Crocker's squadron was in Sabine Lake, and another Union Fleet had
captured Galveston. ' •
A third disaster had overtaken Sabine City, which, in effect, made DeBray's
chiding pointless. In July of 1862, the British steamer Victoria ran the blockade, carrying both munitions and the dreaded yellow fever. Within days, sol~
dieTS and civilians alike were dying, and a general panic ensued with much of

,
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tbe populace fleeing the city. Colonel Ashley Spaigbt, of Beaumont, furloughed
most of his battalion to counteract spread of the contagion. A general quaran
tine was ordered at Sabine, nnd guards were posted south of Beaumont and
Orange to prevent entry of Sabine City's refugees. I I
4

Except for thirty effectives, Captain Keith's gunners were all furloughed
or convalescent when Crocker's squadron attacked on September 24, 1862.
Crocker's cannon pommelled the fort at will while all of the Confederate shells
fell short. Colonel Spaigbt recorded that the defenders could do nothing except
mount the breastwork and shake their fists in defiance.

At nightfall, Keith spiked and buried the guns, then retreated inland on
Spaight's orders with his supplies and stores. For three weeks, Crocker's guns
and launches depredated the area, burning Sabine's sawmills, railway station
and roundhouse, many residences, and the railroad bridge over Taylor's Bayou,
altogether more than SIOO,OOO worth of damage. I t
Despairing of holding Sabine due to epidemic, transportation problems, and
Crocker's presence in the Lake, Spaight prepared to defend only Beaumont and
Orange. He hastily reassembled his battalion, and on October 2, 1862, dispatched
an urgent request for guns, men, and Colonel Kellersberger's services. Kellers·
berger left Houston the following day with men and supplies, and by October
18 could report that the lower Neches and Sabine River defenses were shipshape.

•

At Port Neches, he built Fort Grigsby, one of five erected by the engineer
in the Sabine Lake region, and armed it with a battery of 24-pounders, an arsenal, and a bombproof. He remarked of this fort that "this battery, if ablymanned and defended, can blow anything out of the water that can cross the
bar." On the lower Sabine River, he built another on a high shel1bank, and
armed it with three 32-pounder brass howitzers. On the bars of both rivers, he
scuttled 80·foot barges loaded with clamshell, so designed that the rivers could
admit only tbe sballow-draft, Confederate river steamers. I I
In the end, Kellersberger's laban proved to be little more than an exercise
in futility. Crockers squadron went all out for harassment, but he made no
attempt to ascend the rivers. He lacked the land troops needed for a holding
operation, and, being waterbom, had even less rcason than the Confederates for
exposing his men to the yellow fever contagion. After three weeks, he sailed
his squadron through the Pass, and left, but the river forts remained as the
Sabine area's only defenses for many months to come.

Following the loss of Galveston, a new commander, General J. B. Magruder,
was transferred to Texas, and an immediate change in Confederate tactics was
visible. One of his fint acts was to gather what forces he could muster, and,
with a motley assortment of cottoDclad river craft, to drive the Federals from
Galveston Bay.

•

Two of Magruder's units at Galveston were to play a major rolc in the
defense of Sabine for the remainder of the war. One was Company F, of the
First Texas Heavy Artillery, of which Lieutenant Richard Dowling was second
in command. The other was Colonel W. H. Griffin's 21st Infantry Battalion,
who had helped spearhead the attack on Kuhn's Wharf. U
Magruder then moved to destroy the blockading ships off Sabine City. which
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action had been recommended earler by Colonel DeBray. Magruder sent Company F. better known as the Davis Guards, to Orange, where two steamboats,
the Josiah Bell and Uncle Ben. were being outfitted with cannon, cotton hales,
and heavy oak: timbers. Dowling's Guards were assigned to the cottonc1ad Bell
whose main armament was a single 6-inch Columbiad rifle. Company B, Keith's
command, served as artillerists for the Uncle Ben's three 12-pounder guns, an
assignment they retained until the war ended.

.

Loaded with sharpshooters from other companies as well, the two cottonclads left Orange on January 20, 1863, hopeful of finding the blockade ships at
anchor offshore. Forewarned by columns of black smoke, the blockaders
Morning Light and Velocity hoisted sail in an effort to escape. After a thirtymile chase at sea, the steamboats came within range, and, in an amazing display
of gunnery, Dowling's crew scored a direct hit, which destroyed a gun and its
crew aboard the Morning Light. When their other gun crews were forced below
decks by the Confederate musketry, both ships surrendered.' f

For some months, Magruder had planned to rebuild Sabine's defenses. In
March, 1863, he ordered Kcllersberger and a work force of 500 slaves to begin
construction on a new Fort Sabine, later renamed Fort Griffin. The engineer
recorded in his memoirs that, upon arrival there, he found Sabine City "a deserted village. This is not entirely a correct assessment for the writer knows of
many families who remained there throughout the war, particularly among the
farmers in the countryside. 1 "
For six months, the engineers continued work on the new fort, and it was
still unfinished when a Federal invasion force attacked on September 8. Fort
Griffin was somewhat triangular in shape, and about 100-yards long on each
leg. It had a sawtooth front, where six guns were mounted, sloping walls ten
feet high. and a parapet twenty-feet wide at the top, beneath which six underground arsenals and bombproofs were built. Construction materials were primarily dirt, logs, crossties, and railroad iron. n
For armament, Kellersberger dug up the spiked 32·pounder guns at old Fort
Sabine, and rebuilt them at the Confederate foundry in Galveston. He also
abandoned the river forts, transferring all of their weapons and supplies to Fort
Griffin. 20
Early in 1863, Magruder had begun the gradual transfer of Griffin's BattaHon to Sabine Pass, which action was completed in June. This baUaHon consisted primarily of West Texas frontiersmen, who, by late summer, were threatening mutiny because of Comanche raids on their homes. At the same time,
Magruder was forewarned of an impending Union attack on the Texas Coast,
but he nevertheless ordered Griffin's mutinous element, all but two companies,
to West Texas around September 1. This action reduced Confederate manpower
in the Sabine area to about 300 men when the Union fleet arrived/ 1
The story of Dick Dowling's small but signal triumph is too wen-recorded
to require repetition here. Its effects, however, were momentous for both sides.
It lulled the Union navy into believing that the defenses at Sabine were impregnable. It kept an occupation army out of East Texas. It kept the port
open to blockade-runners, whose supplies helped curb the Union's Red River
Campaign. And expressly for Sabine. it instilled in General Magruder a morbid
fear that a second attack at Sabine was impending.

•

•
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Magruder temporarily transferred his Houston headquarters and one-third
of his command to Sabine Pass. On paper, this was 3,600 men, but one thousand
of these were on detached service elsewhere. He ordered construction of extensive outer fortifications, wagon roads and rail construction, channel obstructions,
and the building of a four-gun redoubt at Taylor's Bayou near Port Arthur.

•

In addition, he ordered construction of a major fortification of five redoubts
seven miles west of Sabine City to guard the western approaches of the town.
At this point, Sabine's two high-land ridges form a juncture near the beach, where
Union troops could have debarked with ease. By October 15, Fort Manhassett
neared completion with 500 troops and a number of guns in position there. i t
It was the Union stab at Brownsville, Texas that ended Sabine's primacy
among Magruder's plans. By late November, he had transferred half of Sabine's
defense force southward. Gradually, Federal soldiers occupied most of Texas'
southern coastline, and Magruder retreated inland and north, determined to hold
his Brazos-to·Sabine Pass position at all costs. And in this respect, he suc·
ceeded, for the Northern stretch of Texas coast remained unchanged until the
war ended. With the exception of Galveston, Sabine's two forts were among
the last in the Confederacy to lower the Rebel emblem on May 20, 1865.

Only one other action marked Sabine's Confederate history in the last year
of the war. The Calcasieu River in Louisiana was oftentimes friendly territory
for the Federal navy. A number of Union sympathizers lived along its Pass, and
a 20Q-man band of J ayhawkers depredated Cameron Parish and sold stolen livestock to Union blockaders. On April 15, 1864, two West Gulf blockaders, the
ironclads Granite City and Wave were ordered from New Orleans to Calcasieu
Pass to buy cattle and horses, and to enlist disgruntled sympathizers for the
Union navy.

•

Magruder misinterpreted their miSSion, believing it to be a prelude for
invasion. He ordered Colonel Griffin to attack, and, at daylight on May 6, the
Sabine garrison caught the ironclads at anchor in the Pass, awaiting coal. Creuzbauer's Battery of artillery scored 65 hits on the two vessels, while 300 Confederate sharpshooters maintained a steady musket fire at the gun crews. The
Granite City surrendered after firing thirty rounds, but the Wave put up
a gallant defense for two hours, striking her colors only after her steam drum
exploded. ~ s
The remainder of the war at Sabine Pass was typical of that throughout the
South-soured corn meal, no pay, no provisions, inflated currency, and low
morale-all of which provoked mutinies and mass desertions. Following Lee's
surrender~ General Kirby-Smith and Magruder voiced blatant appeals for patriotism, but to no avail. By May 20, 1865, Sabine's defenders had abandoned
their posts. and returned to their farms. On May 25, Union Lieutenant Pennington's detachment came ashore at Sabine and raised the Stars and Stripes
over both forts. ~ ..
If the 1866 exports are any gauge for measure, Sabine Pass must have
bounced back quickly during the Reconstruction Era. Although her cotton and
shingle exports for that year were cut in half, her lumber shipments trebled
from one to three million board feet. By 1900, at the height of the port's supremacy, lumber shipments would reach 75,000,000 board feet annually"~
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Although Sabine Pass has long, and with justifiable pride, celebrated Dick
Dowling's victory, this forty minutes of battle has come to be synonymous with
its fOUT years of Confederate history. All else has been consigned to historic
obscurity, and myth and legend have often replaced fact. By 1890, all traces of
Fort Griffin had disappeared, and the very existence and location of Fort Manhassett had long been forgotten.
In the summer of 1970, this writer became aware that a lost Confederate
fort may have existed at the west end of Sabine Ridge. Research verified this,
and with the aid of Confederate maps in National Archives, he was able to identify the five redoubts that once comprised Fort Manhassett. Traces of eroded
embankments still outline two of the fortifications exactly. During the summer
of 1970, excavation at one of them uncovered an entrenchment where more than
two hundred 32-pounder Confederate shells lay encrusted and well-preserved in
black gunpowder along with many other artifacts. The other four sites are still
untouched. Since this excavation revealed the abandoning soldiers' deliberate
intent to hide everything from the victors, Fort Manhassett's fourteen cannons
(several of them being brass howitzers) may well be buried somewhere in the
vicinity, for no primary source of evidence indicates otherwise.

,.

Although it is much too early to beat the drums, there is a current drive on
to restore the Fort Griffin Battle site into a stateooOwned recreation park complete with a restored fort, museum, boating ramps, and other facilities. State
archaeologists and Parks and Wildlife officials have investigated both sites
thoroughly in recent weeks, and with their reports as a basis, funds for land purchase and restoration will be included as a line item appropriation in the Texas
Parks and Wildlife budget for 1971. It is true that all these efforts may fail,
but, whatever the outcome, the Sabine area of Texas has become acutely CODscious of its Civil War heritage in recent months, which this writer, of course,
hopes will continue.

•

•
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NOTE: The following articles are reprinted trom Sabine area

1U!wspapers.

FORT GRIFFIN MYTHS EXPLODED
By W. T. BLOCK

..
Pas~

(As plans advance in an effort to restore the 1863 Battle of Sabine
site. W. T. Block of Nederland, a history teaching fellow at Larrulr

University and assistant postmaster at Nederland, has obtained copies of
a sketch of the fort from National Archives. This is a story of Fort
Griffin and the gun emplacements there.)
In September, 1863, Dick Dowling's Irishmen won their battle spurs and
war bonnets at an unfinished earthen fortress known today as Fort Griffin. This
battle is one of the best-documented events of the Civil War, whose details are

retold and relived each year during the '1Dick Dowling Days" celebration at
Sabine Pass.

•

•

However, Dowling's fortress is less well-known, and over the century has
been clouded with myth and legend. With the possibility that its site may be
restored by the state of Texas, it is imperative that these myths be replaced with
authenticity.
Since the Civil War Centennial in 1963, many maps and drawings have
appeared in newspapers and magazines, purporting to be Fort Griffin. Whatever
the skillful drawings and artistic quality, most have been four-sided affairs,
being no mOre than the artist's conception of what the fort looked like.
The listings of National Archives do not indicate that Fort Griffin's plans
survived. However, they do list plans for "Fort Sabine," which, at first glance,
one might confuse with an earlier fortification of that name (three-quarters-mile
south of the present battleground), which was abandoned in 1862.
Actually, in Civil War days, the fort was listed both as Fort Griffin and
Fort Sabine. General Magruder's official report of the battIe On Sept. 9, 1863,
indicates it may also have been known as "Fort Grigsby," former name of an
abandoned fort at Port Neches. As late as 1864, one Confederate map still iden·
tifled Fort Griffin as being "Fort Sabine."
The following Confederate maps in National Archives, all a part of
"Record Group 77," show the site of Fort Griffin, and are available at $1.25 to
$2.50 each: Map Nos. Z-51-2. Z-54-11. Z54-6. Z298. Z54-2. and Z54-7. Another
unnumbered map is a redrawing of map Z54-11, and is labeled "Plan of Sabine
Pass, its Defenses and Means of Communication, J. Kellersberg, Chief Engineer,
East Texas District, October 15, 1863:' A concise copy of it appears as Plate
XXXIT. Map 3, in "Official Atlas of the Civil War."
The key to defense of Sabine Pass lay in the mile-long oyster reef in the
harbor. It had two passages through it. the Texas and Louisiana channels,
through which enemy gunboats had to pass.
Old Fort Sabine had been located on marshy ground at the southeast entrances to the reef. Fort Griffin was located on higher land at the present
battleground near the two channel exits from the reef.
Construction at Fort Griffin probably began in March, 1863, since it was
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well under way when the lighthouse skirmish took place on April 18. It was
designed by Col. Valery Sulakowski, chief engineer of the Military District of
Texas. Its construction was supervised by Lt. Col. Julius G. Kellersberg, who
chose its site and whose memoirs describe its building.
Four other engineers on Kellersberg's staff contributed to its completion.
One of them, Lt. Nicholas H. Smith, won considerable fame for his gallant command of two of Dowling's guns. However, historians have often confused him
with Lt. Niles H. Smith, a native Sabine Pass infantryman, who fought there
aboard the Confederate cottonc1ad Uncle Ben.
Fort Griffin's irregular, sawtooth front was purposely designed to afford

protection to the individual gun crews.

Otherwise, all of the fort's guns might

have been reduced by a single shell exploding within the compound.
One of the popular myths is that Fort Griffm was built by the Davis Guards.
Kellersberg's memoirs record that he brought 500 slaves from Houston for that
purpose, and two maps indicate the location of the slave quarters and the slave
hospital. The slaves were later used in the construction of Fort Manhassett in
the fall of 1863.

•

Another myth holds that Dowling's battle did not occur at the site of the
present-day battleground. There is nothing in the record to support this; in fact
a number of maps verify Fort Griffin's exact location.
Other proofs exist that Sulakowski's drawing of "Fort Sabine" is actually
the plan for Fort Griffin. The six-gun emplacements on it coincide precisely
with Dowling's report of Sept. 9, 1863.
Sulakowski shows the following guns as being mounted there: two 32-pounder
long-iron smoothbores, two 24-pounder long-iron smoothbores, and two 32pounder brass howitzers (short-barrel cannons), which were also unrifled.
Confederate cannon were never so numerous in this area that their movement cannot be traced with ease. The 24-pounders bad been removed from
abandoned Fort Grigsby at Port Neches. Earlier, the brass howitzers had been
mounted at a shellbank fort near the mouth of Sabine River.
The 32-pounder iron guns had been spiked and buried at abandoned Fort
Sabine in 1862. A detailed account of their excavation and repair appeared in
The News OD Aug. 30.
Fort Griffins battlements had sloping, outer walls 16-feet long. The rampart at the top of the embankments was 20 feet wide along the sawtooth front
and 10 feet wide on the west wall. The northside "stoccado" was was still unfinished at the time of Dowling's triumph.
The fort was 100 yards long along the north and west walls. not including
the V-sbaped protrusion in the west wall. No explanation for this projection
can be offered except for its possible use in the rear defense of the fort.

•

Three large cisterns were installed at Fort Griffin. In Civil War days. all
drinking water was carried by steamboat from Beaumont or Orange.
The fort's casemates (where the gun carriages were mounted) dropped five
feet beneath the level of the rampart, allowing room for a man's head to see
above it and for the gun barrels to project seaward through the embrasures.
According to tbe plans, the fort had spaces for six bombproofs and magazines of which only four were to be completed. They were eight feet hiSh, eight
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feet wide, and 30 feet long, built into the sawtooth front of the fort, adjacent
to the guns.

When the U. S. Navy forces occupied Fort Griffm on May 25, 1865, Union
Lt. Pennington reported in a dispatch that the roofs of the bombproofs consisted
of layers of logs, railroad iron, and dirt, laid to a thickness of several feet.
A variety of shoring timbers were probably used in the fort's construction.

The burning of two sawmills by Union launches in 1862 indicates that there was

•

probably a good supply of logs at Sabine Pass. In addition. ship timbers from
the grounded (and burned) Union blockader Morning Light were reported by
Colonel A. W. Spaight as having been used.
Other sources indicate that crossties from abandoned railroad trackage along
the shores of Sabine Lake were used as well. A letter to Col. Sulakowski dated
Oct. 4, 1863, ordered his engineers to cut timber along the channel for use in the
outer fortifications.
Fort Griffin probably remained in some state of construction until the end
of the war. Sulakowski's letter outlined sufficient work to keep the engineers
and the slaves occupied for many months to come.
The letter ordered Col. Kellersberg to complete an additional magazine, more
embankments and ditches, rOws of torpedoes (mines) in the ground, outer fortifications, completion of work at Fort Manhassett, a wagon road, railroad construction. and construction of a four-gun redoubt at Taylor's Bayou (near Texaco
Island). This four-gun Confederate fort at Port Arthur appears in the 1864 map
as having been completed.

(Reprint from The Port Arthur News, Sunday, January 24, 1971)

CALCASIEU PASS VICTORY, HEROISM
'EQUAL DOWLING'S'
By W. T. BLOCK
(W. T. Block, a teaching felluw in history at Lamar University and
descendant of two of the first families to settle in mid-Jefferson County
has written another story depicting early history in the Sabine Pass and
West Louisiana history, this one telling of an event not as well known as
the "Battle of Sabine Pass.")
I

•

In 1909, Joseph Alexander Brickhouse, a Beaumont, Texas Confederate
veteran, expressed regret in his memoirs that the Battle of Calcasieu Pass had
been lost to posterity. He wrote oDe of the two or three eyewitness accounts
that have survived.
Brickhouse, an ordinance officer, was stationed at Fort Manhassett in 1864.
His unit, Capt. E. Creuzbauer's Battery of Texas artillery, was part of the Sabine
Pass contingent that engaged and captured two Union ironclads at Cameron, La.,
on May 6, 1864.
Creuzbauer's battery, mostly Fayette county, Texas, inunigrant Germans, was
recently eulogized in Judge Paul C. Boetel's book, 'The Big Guns of Fayete."
"While I would not pluck one feather from the plume of fame worn by
Dick Dowling," Brickhouse remarked, ''yet I must say that the Battle of CaI-
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easieu Pass and the victory achieved was in every way equal to that achieved
by Dick Dowling and his immortal heroes at Sabine Pass.
"We fought in the open prairie, bringing on the attack with four small
pieces of artillery and less than 300 infantry, poorly armed, attacking two such
boats as the Granite City and the Wave and capturing them after an action
of less than two hours and 40 minutes duration.
The Dames of Capt. Charles Wellhausen and Maj. Felix C. McReynolds and
their men deserve to be written in letters of gold and placed high upon the monument of fame erected to the memory of Southern heroes."

•

Although 20 or more Union and Confederate dead lie buried somewhere on
the salt grass prairies near it, Cameron, La.• like Fort Manassett, has no his·
lOrieal marker to commemorate its Civil War heritage. The battle's historical
obscurity (that Brickhouse feated) survives instead.
Cameron parish as a political entity was not organized until after the war
ended. Its geographic confines became, in a sense, a no-man's-land, neglected
by the Confederacy because of its inaccessibility, and prized by the Union navy
as a source of supply and, as this story relates, a coaling point.

•

An earthwork fortification at the Pass was abandoned by the Confederates
shortly after it was built. For much of the war, a single cavalry company of
30 horsemen patrolled infrequently from Johnson's Bayou to Grand Chenier,
and 10 days before the battle, even this force was withdrawn.
Although the parish furnished many fighters for the Confederacy-soldiers
at Sabine Pass, men like Isaac Bonsall of Cameron, who died a hero at Vicksburg, it involuntarily furnished refuge as well to scores of "Jayhawkers," who hid
out in the isolated canebrakes and cheniers.
The Jayhawkers were a motley assortment of disgruntled Northern sympathizers, draft-dodgers, and deserters (many of them from Texas), who peddled
stolen beef, horses, and supplies to Union blockaders. Confederate cavalry
battled sporadically with these brigands, but with only partial success.
On March 7, 1864, Capt. W. J. Howerton, a cavalry officer on the Calcasieu,
notified Sabine Headquarters by letter that a detachment had encountered "the
nest of jayhawkers, and that force is capturing and killing them off, hanging the
scoundrels . . . Some nine or more have been captured, a good many more
killed, and they were then hemmed in a place called Tussan's Cove, and fighting."

On another occasion, a cavalry lieutenant expressed fear that the 2GO-man
Jayhawker band would pirate the gunpowder cargoes of two blockade-runners
in Mermentau river before troops could arrive to unload them.
The regard which the Union navy held for Cameron's isolated recesses is
aptly expressed in the sealed orders given to the gunboat Wave when that
ship sailed from New Orleans on April 15, 1864, bound for Calcasieu river.
They informed the vessel's master, Lt. Benjamin Loring, that he was being sent
there "to assist the army in getting stock, and to pick up recruits for the navy,"
presumably from among the Jayhawkers.
On April 24, after a delay in Vermillion bay, Loring brought his vessel
opposite Calcasieu Pass, and fired a number of shells into the old fort. Upon
receiving no response, he steamed about two miles upstream and anchored.
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Two days later the Granite City arrived and anchored 300 yards downstream for the Wave. Its master, Lt. C. W. Lamson, had aboard a U. S, Army
detachment of 27 men, whose assignment was to round up livestock brought in
by the Jayhawkers.
Lt. Loring brought with him from New Orleans a man named Smith and
his sons, along with six or seven other Union sympathizers, whom Union dispatches refer to as ''refugees,'' Smith, who resided at Cameron, and his group
were assigned to various picket duties. In addition, they acted as "go-betweens"
between the warships and the Jaybawker elements and as recruiters for the Union

navy.
The navy bluejackets quickly destroyed the bridges over Mud and Oyster
bayous, the only Toute over which Confederate troops could travel. The vessels
stationed pickets at several points, and, seemingly content with the security precautions they had taken, settled down to await recoaling, livestock, and Jayhawker
enlistees for their navy.
News of the shelling of the fort and of the gunboats' arrival reached Sabine
Pass via loyal residents living near Cameron. Col. H. W. Griffin wired Houston
immediately for instructions, fearing that Union plans were much more sinister
than they actually were. He envisioned the gunboats as the vanguard of a fullscale attempt to outflank Sabine Pass (where the Davis Guards still manned Fort
Griffin), and to take Beaumont and Houston via Lake Charles and Niblett's Bluff,
Louisiana.
The reply from General J. B. Magruder's Houston headquarters came back
quickly and precisely, "Attack the small force at Calcasieu at once, and disperse,
defeat, or capture the expedition!"
Col. A. W. Spaight, at Niblett's Bluff, sent three companies of his infantry
as part of the attack force. A fourth, Company B. of Spaight's battalion, was
already at Sabine. Command of these units, plus three companies of Griffin's
Battalion, was given to Maj. Felix McReynolds, commandant at Fort Manhassett.
McReynold's 20o-plus infantrymen crossed the Sabine Pass channel on the
afternoon of May 4 and began the 38-mile trek to Calcasieu. Capt. Creuzbauer's
battery of 49 men and four small field guns, two 12-pounders and two 6-pounders,
left Fort Manhassett after dusk to escape detection by blockading vessels offshore
(half of his men and horses were on detached service). They boarded a steamboat
at Sabine and shortened their journey by debarking at the head of lohnson's
bayou,
The attack force, about 300 in all, was spearheaded by a company of Lt.
Col. Andrew Daly's cavalry. At midnight on May 5, it was delayed about one
hour while work to span the bayous with pontoon bridges continued. At 4:30
a.m. on May 6, Col. Griffin and his troops reached the Pass and there awaited
the daylight needed to begin the attack..
By prior arrangement, Cruezbauer's gunners were to open fire at 1,000
yards and to cover the infantry's advance to the banks of Calcasieu Pass. As
soon as the sharpshooters' muskets could be trained on the ironclads' gun crews,
the artillery planned to advance another 500 yards so that their cannon fire
could take greater effect. The riflemen found no cover along this stretch of the
Pass except to lie in prone positions on the salt grass prairie.
Surprise was complete, but the Confederate gunners could only get off 10
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rounds before the enemy's return fire began to arrive. The first shells from the
24- and 32-pounder Union guns took devastating effect, and two gunners on one
field piece fell with the first burst. Gun No. 3 was soon knocked out with four
wounded, two mortally.
At this point, the hattie seesawed between victory and defeat. With gun
No.3 disabled and the horses of gun No.4 dead, the burden of battle fell upon
the infantry's musket fire while the bigger guns moved forward. Brickhouse
describes Welhausen and McReynolds as 'two of the bravest officers who ever
drew swords, (who) rallied their men in such terms as no one who heard them
will ever forget."
The Union gun crews faltered as well before the crossftre of 200 Confederate muskets. As Creuzbauer's 12-pounder guns resumed fire, one cannonball
tore away the Granite City's helm, and a shell exploded inside of her hull.
Already puffs of smoke emitted from the stacks as both gunboats struggled to
get up steam and escape.
At this point, Lt. Lamson aboard the Granite City had had enough although
he had fired only 30 rounds (he had panicked and fled headlong before Dowling's
withering fire the year before). Lamson hoisted a white flag and then lowered
a boat so the Confederate commander could come aboard.

•

Col. Griffm marvelled at the carnage aboard Lamson's gunboat. The deck
of the Granite City was littered with blood, splinters, and the severely wounded,
but nowhere did he note any dead combatants aboard the vessel. The explanaton literally "came to the surface" in the aftermath of the conflict.
Lt. Loring, aboard the Wave, had no intention of following Lamson's
example. The ironclad was his first command, and he still hoped to get up
steam, hoist anchors, and escape.
The Wave lay around a bend in the Pass from the Granite City. Its gun
crews rained canister shot among the infantry, killing at least five in Griffin's
companies. However, one circumstance worked to the Confederates' advantage.
Having no steam up at first, the Wave was wholly dependent upon current
movements in aiming her broadsides.
McReynolds maneuvered his fighters 300 yards nearer to where the Wave
was anchored and where a mesquite-covered levee and a cow pen offered some
cover. From this point, the Rebel muskets peppered the ironclad's decks each
time that the blue jackets sought to hoist anchors.
The battle raged on for another hour during which time Creuzbauer's gunners
hit the Wave with 6S shells. Lt. Wellhausen directed the fire of gun No. 1
which soon scored hits on the wheelhouse and boilers. Perhaps gunner Brickhouse
scored the luckiest shot of the day when a cannonball from gun No. 4 struck a
32-pounder howitzer on the Wave and split its barrel full length.
With his decks in shambles, 10 men wounded, and escaping steam everywhere, Lt. Loring had no recourse but to strike his colors. However, he hesitated to lower a boat while his men were tossing side arms, shells, the ship's safe
and other supplies overboard. When McReynolds threatened to resume fire,
Loring hurriedly picked up the boarding party and surrendered his sword to the
Rebel major.
That night, the Confederates feasted on captured hams and sardines while
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166 Union prisoners tried the less palatable Rebel rations. With two ships,
Quantities of stores, and 16 guns captured, Griffin's victory was only slightly less
rewarding than was Dowling's triumph although it lacked the latter's Alamo-like
quality.
Hostilities resumed on May 10 when a launch from the blockader New
London entered Ca1casieu Pass to deliver a dispatch to the Granite City.
Seeing the Rebel ensign at the ironclad's masthead, Union Ensign Henry J aekson
thought it some kind of a joke in progress and fired a shot across the ironclad's
bow. A single shot from the captured steamer killed Jackson, and his six companions in the launch surrendered.

,

Union prisoners had nothing but praise for a lone, Confederate infantryman
whom they said remained standing on the prairie as he rammed his charge and
fired his musket. His utter disregard of his person unnerved them_"It irritated
every man that shot at him:'
To this day, the exact total of the battle's casualties is unknown. Griffin's
second dispatch reported eight Confederates killed and 13 wounded, some of
whom later died. Loring reported 24 wounded on the two gunboats of whom
four later died.
Col. Griffin reported on May 11 that five bodies of bluejackets had floated
up on the beach each with weights attached. Since it was thus apparent that
Lamson had thrown his dead overboard in the midst of battle it became impossible to determine the Union casualties because between 15 and 20 of them
had been thrown overboard.

•

,
•

The battle evidently put an end to Jayhawker depredations upon the Cam·
eron parish citizenry. Nothing more is recorded about them. The 250 cattle
and 200 horses sold by them to the Union Navy became a part of the spoils of
battle and were eventually shipped to Sabine Pass.
Although the wounded remained aboard the gunboats in Calcasieu Pass and
the infantry remained behind to guard the prisoners Brickhouse and his buddies
were soon back at Fort Manhassett manning the artillery at the Western terminus
of Sabine's defenses.
Griffin's men had fought their last battle. There was nothing left for them
except to wait out the war and to lower Sabine's Rebel emblems when defeat
finally came.
Griffin's Calcasieu veterans included leading Jefferson County citizens of the
1850s. Two from Beaumont included Capt. A. W. Junker, a business man, and
Capt. George W. O'Brien. O'Brien was clerk of Jefferson County court until
the war began and later was an early, if not the first, Beaumont newspaper publisher.
Several were Sabine Pass businessmen of the pre-war period who organized
Company B of Spaight's battalion there in 1861. McReynolds was an early
patentee of five sections of land there, and later became executive officer of
Spaight's Infantry. Capt. K. D. Keith was a partner in Craig and Keith, one
of the largest commission mercantile firms at Sabine.
Lt. Niles H. Smith settled at Sabine in the 1830s and, jointly with John
McGaffey, founded the second town of Sabine Pass in 1845. Others of Company
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B included Lts. Joseph Cassidy and Joe Chastine who, along with Smith, were
lauded by Dick Dowling for their role in his famed battle.

The incident closed when, at Houston, the Confederate commandant reported
the Battle of Calcasieu Pass to his superior at Trans-Mississippi Headquarters.
It was as precise and matter-of·fact as were his orders to attack, curtly reading
"Griffin attacked the enemy at Calcasieu yesterday morning; captured gunboats
Granite City and Wave.

,

(Reprint from The Port Arthur News, Sunday, January 3, 1971.)

•
WHERE WAS FORT GRIGSBY? HISTORIAN
MAY HAVE ANSWER
(ED. NOTE: Mr. Block who is assistant postmaster at Nederland
and a teaching fellow at Lamar University is a descendant of a pioneer
family of the area. Long interested in Southeast Texas history, Mr.
Block recently found the remains of Civil War Fort Manhassett near
Sabine. Further research by the historian has resulted in the following
story.)

•

By W. T. BLOCK
If you were searching in Jefferson County for the site of a lost Confederate
fortress, would you bother to look within the city limits of Port Neches? Probably not. Yet somewhere between Port Neches Park and the Texaco Inc. dock.
old Fort Grigsby once stood.
The dock area was its probable location. From that point, the fort's guns
could traverse over a wider arc in sighting upon enemy vessels attempting to
ascend the river.
Its builder, Lt. Col. Getutius Kellersherger, once remarked of it, "This battery. if ably-manned and defended, can blow anything out of the water that can
cross the bar."
Kellersberger, Confederate chief engineer for East Texas, built no less than
20 Confederate forts at points between the Brazos and Sabine Rivers (including
Forts Griffin and Manhassett) and as far west as Austin.
Actually, Fort Grigsby was a hastily-constructed fortification of mud and
clamshell embankments shored up by upright painted logs. Its main battery
was two 24-pounder long-iron guns. It also had a "substantial" arsenal and
bombproof.
After the fort was abandoned in the summer of 1863, these same guns were
two of the six used by Lt, Dick Dowling to mangle two Union warships at the
second Battle of Sabine Pass.
The decision to build Fort Grigsby was made on October 2, 1862. On that
date, Col. Ashley Spaight, in command at Beaumont, requested guns, men, and
the services of Col. (then Major) Kellersberger to construct new defenses along
the two rivers. The following day, the engineer left Houston with men and supplies to begin construction at Fort Grigsby, and fifteen days later, could report
that it was nearing completion. Ususally, from 200 to 300 slaves were used on
such projects.

•
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At the same moment, a squadron of three Union ships was in Sabine Lake.
depredating Sabine Pass and the railroad along the lake's shores. In a three-week
orgy of destruction, they burned Sabine's railway station, roundhouse. two sawmills, many residences, and set fire to Taylor's Bayou railroad bridge.
Col. Spaight apparently gave up hope of holding Sabine Pass and Lake. and,
by fortifying the rivers, prepared to defend only Beaumont and Orange.
Fort Sabine, at Sabine Pass, had been abandoned on September 24, 1862;
its 30 defenders having spiked their guns and retreated to Beaumont with their
supplies and stores. At the time, most of Spaight's troops were furloughed or
convalescent due to yellow fever and measles epidemics.

Kellersberger also built a Sabine River fort on a shell bank eight miles south
of Orange and anned it with three 32 pounder guns. On the bars of the two
rivers, he scuttled 80-foot barges loaded with clamshell, so designed that the
rivers could admit only shallow-draft river steamers.
Fort Grigsby was apparently abandoned after July of 1863. It would be
pointless for souvenir hunters to seek its site because its guns, munitions, and
stores were moved to the then-unfinished Fort Griffin.
In its day, Fort Grigsby must have been well-known to the commanding
general in Houston. On September 9, 1863, the day after Dowling's triumph,
Gen. J. B. Magruder sent a dispatch from Sabine Pass to the Headquarters, Trans:Mississippi Department. In it, he erroneously reported that Dowling's victory
had taken place at Fort Grigsby rather than at Fort Griffin.
(Reprint from Midcounty Chronicle, Monday, November 23, 1970.)

•

NEW CHAPTER IN HISTORY
OF SABINE PASS WRITTEN
(Sept. 8 is the anniversary dale of the Civil War battle at Sabine
Pass, in 1863. A third generation descendant of one of the first settlers
in Port Neches has written a new chapter in the history of that era. He
is W. T. Block of Nederland. Lamar graduate, assistant postmaster and
a teaching fellow at Lamar this fall. His grand/ather, Albert Block,
settled in Port Neches in 1846. His father was Will Block. His mother
still lives in Nederland. This account of what he calls "The Saga of
Dowling recalled in Fort's Re-Discovery," is in his own words.)

By W. T. BLOCK

,
r

At a point six miles southwest of Sabine, a stretch of salt grass prairie extends
northwestward from Highway 87 to Knight's Lake. Looking across this duck
hunter's paradise today, it would take a super-imaginative mind to conjure up the
mental vision of a bustling Confederate fortress on the site, garrisoned by several hundred men.
In the fall of 1863, this was Fort Manhassett-a newly-constructed string of
five fortifications, and a key cog in the Confederate defense plan for Sabine Pass.
Almost 107 years ago, Dick Dowling's artillerymen in 40 minutes blazed
their way into the hearts of all Southerners, and won one of the only two gold
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medallions authorized by the Confederate Congress. They likewise shot the
remainder of the war at Sabine into historical oblivion,
Today much of it must be reconstructed from the archives where the very
existence, location, and purpose of Fort Manhassett have lain buried in the dust.
After the fall of Vicksburg, Secretary of State Seward pressured General
Nathaniel Banks to initiate offensive action along the Texas coast. He hoped to
warn France that its invasion of Mexico was unacceptable and would be dealt
with summarily, Seizure of Sabine and its rail and river routes would choke
off blockade-running there as well as the flow of supplies to the Rebel armies
in Louisiana. The marksmanship of Sabine's Irish defenders crushed Union
hopes, however, and sent Banks' force scuttling homeward in retreat.

,

Dowling's victory did not make Sabine Pass "queen for a day" for the eyes
of Texas and the Trans-Mississippi department remained focused upon it for the
succeeding three months. Maj. Gen. J. B. Magruder of Galveston, commander
of the Texas-New Mexico-Arizona district, seemed obsessed with fear that the
FederalS would strike again at Sabine, and could not believe that so large a force
would retreat permanently after the first affray. By October, 1863, he had increased Sabine's small garrison up to 2,300 men in strength, more than 20 per
cent of the forces under his command.
It seemed apparent that Magruder feared a combined land assault on Sabine
Pass from both the Louisiana and Texas coasts as well as a naval attack. Whether
or not he knew that his garrison had just captured two of the only five available
vessels capable of navigating the Pass' shallow channels is not clear, but he may
have extracted this information from Federal prisoners.
On Sept. 10, 1863, he advised General Richard Taylor in Louisiana that
"the (the Federal fleet) has disappeared, and it is supposed has gone to Calcasieu,"
information which Federal prisoners had volunteered. He asked Taylor to transfer
Gen. Mouton's Brigade from Vermillionville to Niblett's Bluff, near Lake Charles
and in turn sent Colonel A. Buchel's I,DOD-man First Texas Mounted Rifles into
Southwest Louisiana to halt Federal encroachment along the coast east of Sabine.

For the first two years, Sabine Pass had been a chief target for Confederate
neglect. Early in 1863, Magruder foresaw its strategic importance and ordered
the construction of Fort Griffin there by his chief engineer for East Texas, Major
Getulius Kellersberger (whose October, 1863, map of Sabine's defenses survives
as does his memoirs published in 1967).
On Sept. 4, 1863, four days before the battle, Magruder ordered Kellersberger to construct Fort Manhassett to guard the Pass' western land approach.
It took its name from a Union coal schooner, the USS Manhassett, which beached
and foundered near the spot while the fort was being built. Five weeks later,
the fort, nearing completion, was garrisoned and armed with two 32-pound howitzers. Later, its defenses were strengthened to include six guns as wen as some
brass howitzers, two on wheels, captured aboard the USS Granite City during
action at Calcasieu Pass.
At the peak of its importance in October and November of 1863, Fort
Manhassett's garrison may have numbered from 400 to 500 men. In December,
1863, after mOTe than half of the Sabine forces had been dispatched southward
to meet the new Federal menace at Brownsville, the fort's complement still numbered 10 officers and 266 men, two more than were then stationed at Fort Griffin.

,
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After that date, its strategic importance waned although the morning report
from Sabine headquarters for May 10, 1865, still reported 5 officers and 146 men
in garrison tbere. Ten days later the fort was abandoned as Confederate forces
dispersed to their respective farms.
On May 25, 1865, U. S. Navy Lieutenant Pennington spiked the five 10"
guns at Fort Griffin and hoisted the Stars and Stripes above both forts, making
them among the last in the Confederacy to lower the Rebel emblem. What
happened to the probable 12 to 14 artillery pieces at Fort Manhassett remains
a mystery since their disposition is not reported in either the Union or Confederate
dispatches of that period.
Kellersberger's map describes the forts as "Redoubts A, B, and C" constructed
along the front of the defense line, and "Flank Defenses I and II" were at the
rear. The forts were 1800 feet apart and built at the points of equilateral triangles across Sabine Ridge. Each was surrounded by earth embankments and
ditches as well as "abatis" works (felled timbers with sharpened ends).
Four of them, all except Redoubt C on the shores of Lake Knight, had a
total of 10 gun platforms. It is Redoubt A through which Highway 87 passes, and
where more than SO cannonballs and shells were dug up by road machinery about
1928.

Today, Forts Griffin and Manhassett's batteries are silenced and infested
with mosquitoes. Somehow, this writer still cannot walk among their hallowed
mounds without hearing the echoes of cannonfire and the reverberation of that
Rebel yeU that sent a Federal fleet scurrying to safety 107 years ago.
(Reprint from The Port Arthur News, Sunday, August 2. 1970.)

•

LEGEND OF 2 OLD CANNONS
Sabine history written in gunsmoke
(As the anniversary date, Sept. 8, of the Battle of Sabine Pass during
the Civil War approaches, W. T. Block, of Nederland, a third generation
descendant of one of the early settlers of Port Neches. has completed
additional historical research and written another new chapter in the
history. This account that he calls "A Tale of Two CannonS' is in his
own words.)

By W. T. BLOCK

•

f

Once again, Jefferson County joins the Sabine Pass citizenry in their annual
celebration of "Dick Dowling Days" On the SepL 4-7 weekend.
Amid the shrimp fries and pageantry. the legends that surround the Irish
gunners will recirculate.
One of them, the story of two cannons that wrote half of that chapter in
gunsmoke, is virtually unknown and may be of interest to readers.
In the spring of 1863, the Confederate chief engineer for East Texas, Maj.
Getulius Kellersberger, arrived at Sabine Pass with orders to construct Fort
Griffin. Upon arrival, he found the village largely deserted, its two sawmills,
railway station, roundhouse, and many residences having been burned the pre~
vious year by Federal naval forces.
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For the fortress site, Kellersberger chose a point where the ship channel
made a near right angle turn. This location would permit the mud fort's guns
to sweep across a wider arc. He had a work force of 500 conscripted slaves and
a supply of logs, but no armament.
All that was available were two old field guns, of 6- and 12-pound capacity,
much too small for coastal defense against Union warships. He was aware that
two 24-pound cannons were mounted at a shellbank fort on the Sabine river 12
miles south of Orange, Texas, and arranged for their transfer to Sabine Pass.

An old fisherman told Kellersberger about two 32-pound guns that had been
buried a year earlier at old Fort Sabine. The engineer had seen these cannons
during an inspection the previous year, but knew that they had been spiked when
that fort was abandoned. He feared that they would be damaged beyond repair,
but knew as well, that if his new installation were to be defended properly, he
must acquire larger weapons.
The fisherman showed Kellersberger the site where the guns were buried.
After some probing, they located the buried weapons as well as a large supply
of 32-pound cannonballs.
As the engineer had feared, the damage to them was considerable. Each
had been spiked with round files, the trunions (swivels) had been cut away, and
one barrel had been wedged with a cannonball. As one who had interspersed
wooden dummies with real guns among Galveston's defenses, Kellersberger was
reluctant to throw them away, and at the first opportunity took them to the
Confederate foundry in that city.
At home, his chief, Col. Valery Sulakowski, advised strongly against trying
to repair the rusted weapons. Still reluctant to dispose of them, Kellersberger
consulted the foundry's chief machinist. The foundryman attacked the problem
with vigor. Day and night, he and the engineer hurried to complete the repairs
for reports had already reached Gen. J. B. Magruder's headquarters that the
Federals would soon turn their attention to the Texas coast.
Repair of the big guns required moulding special 16·inch iron rings and
stretching them over the barrels while heated and glowing red. Then a groove
one-half inch deep and one and one-half inches wide was twisted into each barrel
over which threaded wrought-iron rings were stretched. The greatest hazard lay
in boring the grooves too deep, which might cause the barrels to burst when
fired.
Shortly afterward, Kellersberger loaded the repaired guns along with two
32-pound howitzers on a train. While enroute to Sabine, he gave each two coats
of paint in order to save time. Two days later, the smoothbore weapons were
mounted on gun carriages and placed in position on the platforms. The guns
survived the test firings, and Kellenberger drove white markers near the end of
the Texas and Louisiana channels on each side of a large oyster reef to indicate
their maximum range.
When the engineer returned to Galveston, his fears were not dimmed completely, and he recorded in his memoirs that he spent many sleepless nights. He
knew that, in the din of battle, the cannons would probably not be accorded even
the minimum precaution of swabbing·out (which proved true). When the USS
Sachem steamed up Louisiana channel, the first of the repaired weapons was concentrated on her because of their greater range and accuracy.

•
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These guns were commanded by Lt. Dowling personally, and on one occasion,
he narrowly missed death when a Union cannonball knocked the elevating sO"ew
from one of them. From one of them, gunner Michael McKernan fired the
well-aimed round that exploded the Sachem's steam drum. At the end, the
vessels lay helpless wrecks, engulfed in steam from their ruptured boilers.
At 5 a.m. on Sept. 8, 1863, Maj. Kellersberger received a telegram at his
home that the Federal fleet had attacked Sabine, and that he should report
immediately to Houston, He commandeered a hand car, and with the aid of
four slaves, covered the 48 miles of trackage in time to leave with Magruder's
staff on the train for Sabine.
En route, his fears remained that the repaired gun barrels might explode in
the ensuing battle. However. his fears were groundless. Upon arrival, he found
two mangled gunboats, captured cannons and stores, and prisoners, ample testimony to the quality of his and his foundryman's craftsmanship as well as of
Irish marksmanship.
(Reprint from The Port Arthur News, Saturday. August 29, 1970.)

•
VERSATILITY WAS PROUD BOAST
OF AREA CIVIL WAR OUTFIT
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(W. T. Block, a third generation descendant of one of the company
of soldiers engaged in the Battle of Sabine Pass, has written a tribute to
this company's part in the battle. He is assistant postmaster at Neder~
land and a teaching fellow at Lamar Tech in history. Block holds a
degree in history from Tech and has done extensive research into the
Battle of Sabine Pass history. He recently discovered new facts about
the battle and has written two previous articles for The News. His
latest work is entitled "Area Confederate Unit Men were Versatile
Fighters.")

By W. T. BLOCK

Was Jefferson County's Company B of Spaighfs 21st Texas Infantry Regiment the most versatile unit of the Civil War? Quite possibly.
As Confederate marines, Navy gunners, infantry and coast artillerists, it
fulfilled a wide range of military duties, both on land and afloat up to 30 miles

at sea.
In addition, Company B held the longest record of service at Sabine Pass
of any Confederate unit, the only one to participate in all four military engagements in which the Sabine garrison took part
The 21st Regiment was formed by combining Col. Ashley Spaight's battalion
with Col. W. H. Griffin's battalion in November of 1864. B Company had been
a part of Spaight's command which originated as the "Moss Bluff Rebels" organized in South Liberty County on Aug. 24, 1861.
Spaight's other units included the Beaumont-based companies commanded
by Capts. George W. O'Brien and A. W. Junker. The battalion's executive officer
was Maj. F. C. McReynolds, the first commandant at Fort Manhassett and an
early patentee of five sections of land at Sabine Pass.
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Company B was ably commanded by Capt. K. D. Keith throughout the
Often detailed elsewhere, Keith sometimes relinquished command to his
capable subordinate. Lt. J. O. Cassidy.
After December, 1862, B Company's special assignment was manning the
pop-gun artillery (usually three 12-pound smoothbore cannons) aboard the Confederate cottonclad Uncle Ben. This 13S-foot Sabine river steamer remained
near Sabine Pass throughout the war, assuming a vital role in the supply line
and in two of the military engagements.
Keith's rebels underwent their baptism of fire at Fort Sabine (three-fourths
mile south of Fort Griffin) on Sept. 24, 1862. On that date, U.S. Navy Lt. Frederick Crocker brought a squadron, consisting of two schooners and a screwsteamer. into Sabine lake to depredate the area.
Most of Keith's gunners were convalescent or furloughed due to a yellow
war.

,

fever epidemic. Their shots falling short. the 30 effectives could do little but
shake their fists in defiance, while Crocker's long-range guns pommelled their
position.
As dusk. neared. Capt. Keith spiked and buried the fort's four guns and
evacuated the stores and hospitalized patients to Beaumont. Crocker's squadron
camped out at Buck Ridge, near Johnson's bayou, while his launches engaged
in a three-week orgy of pillage and burning. When Crocker ignominiously surrendered his sword to Lt. Dick Dowling one year later, the event had special
meaning to Keith's veterans aboard the Uncle Ben.
Revenge came first at sea on Jan. 21, 1863. Earlier Company B had been
ordered to Orange along with the Davis Guards to man two newly-outfitted cottonclads, the Josiah Bell and the Uncle Ben. Gen. J. B. Magruder had just
driven the Union forces from Galveston.
The rebel steamers put to sea on a calm day. The Davis Guards and sharpshooters from Aycock's company and Pyron's regiment manned the 180-foot
Bell. Dowling's main battery was a six inch Columbiad rifle with which he
hoped to outshoot the gunners aboard the 900-too blockader Morning Light.
Keith's men aboard the Uncle Ben steamed after the USS Velocity. a
former Confederate schooner captured offshore by Crocker during his earlier
foray.
The blockaders hoisted all sail in an effort to outrun the pineknot-buming
steamers. Dowling opened up at a range of two miles, and, displaying unerring
accuracy, knocked out the Morning Light's No.2 port gun, killing and wounding
all of the gun crew. As the Bell moved in closer, the sharpshooters picked off
the Morning Light's gunners until they fled in panic below deck. Unable to
continue the fight, the blockader surrendered.
Keith's men aboard the Uncle Ben displayed equal tenacity. As gunners
and sharpshooting marines. they pecked away at the Velocity's gun crews until
the schooner hoisted a white flag. Without a prize crew, Keith's rebels had to
double as sailors in order to bring the schooner back to Sabine.
The following September, Company B could do little but remain idle during
Dowling's 40 minutes of glory. Still aboard the Uncle Ben, Keith's boys
steamed up the channel to draw the Union fleet's fire, but had to retreat to
Sabine Lake when the USS Sachem's shells began passing overhead.
To have closed for battle with the long-range Yankee guns would have been
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suicide. Instead, the Uncle Ben had to be content with towing the disabled
Sachem back to the Texas shore. The fruits of victory may have tasted many
grains sweeter to Capt. Keith's veterans. Having never known defeat, Dowling's
Guards were unable to make the comparison.
One more engagement marked Company B's career before the war ended.
As sharpshooting infantry, they accompanied Col. W. H. Griffin's men, Capt.
Creuzbauer's battery of artillery, and Capt. Andrew Daly's cavalry on March 6,
1864 to Calcasieu Pass where the Confederates caught two Union gunboats at
anchor. The ironclad Granite City and the tin·clad Wave were awaiting
coal while a Union army detachment was ashore rounding up cattle and recruit·
ing Northern sympathizers for service in the Union navy.
At daylight, Creuzbauer's gunners opened fire from behind a mesquitecovered levee while Keith's men rained torrents of minie balls on the Union
sailors. After an hour and 4O-minute battle and 16 holes near her waterline,
the Granite City surrenderd. The Confederates quickly boarded her and
turned the fire of the ship's brass howitzers on the Wave. Soon holed like a
sieve, the tinc1ad hoisted a white flag"
While suffering 22 casualties, Col. Griffin's troops inflicted a like number
on the Union sailors, captured two gunboats, 16 guns and 175 prisoners. These
were the fifth and sixth Union vessels to fall victim to the Sabine Pass garrison
in the course of 16 months.
As soldiers. and sailors, steamboat marines, artillerists, and infantrymen,
Capt. Keith's rebels would have found few, if any, equal their versatility as
fighters. They suffered one defeat and shared in three victories that captured
six ships, 45 guns and 650 prisoners for the Confederate cause. Their valor
helped keep East Texas free from Union occupation and fed supplies from
blockade-runners to the hard-pressed Rebel armies in Louisiana.
However, the course of the war was settled on the fields of Virginia. On
May 20, 1865, five weeks after Robert E. Lee's surrender, Keith's veterans joined
the Davis Guards in lowering Fort Griffin's Rebel emblem, and, disillusioned
and embittered, the men of Company B went home to sow their crops.

(Repn"nt from The Port Arthur News, Sunday, October 11. 1970)

•

FORT MANHASSETT DISGORGES
HUGE TREASURE OF ARTIFACTS
SABINE PASS-Excavators of the newly-found Fort Manhassett here have
received an unexpected bonus in digging Friday and Saturday.

•

During what was supposed to be token digging for pictures, three cannon·
balls were unearthed Friday.
By late Saturday, some 30 cannonballs and kegs of gunpowder were discovered.
The first three cannonballs were discovered by accident about one foot from
the surface when a tractor equipped with digging machinery was set into operation at noon Friday for news reporters and cameramen who were on the scene
to witness the start of digging for the fort, which was itself the object of a three-
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month search. The find was made in one of five mounds to be searched during
the excavation.
The artifacts are intended to be used in a proposed museum here, according
to W. T. Block of Nederland, a Lamar Tech history instructor who is one of
the descendants of Albert Block, an early settler of Port Neches and a Confederate soldier of Company B, Spaight's Texas Infantry. Company B manned Fort
Griffin during the Battle of Sabine Pass.
Block said, "Sabine Pass is too small to construct a museum. This should
be an area project."
"Fort Griffin was manned by soldiers of Orange, Liberty and Jefferson
Counties and should be of historical interest to the people around here," he said.
Block is the man who verified the location of Fort Manhassett last week
with 1863 maps of Sabine Pass.
Jimmy Lee, publicity chairman for the "Dick Dowling Days" celebration held
each year beginning Sept. 4 to commemorate the Battle of Sabine Pass, was on
hand with Block Friday when the cannonballs were discovered.
Lee said Fort Manhassett was not the scene of any major battles. He
termed it "a quiet bit of history."
Digging continued at the site late Friday and resumed Saturday. Guards
were posted during the night to protect the grounds from treasure seekers.
A crowd of 150 spectators watched Saturday as more cannonballs were
unearthed along with crumbling wooden kegs of gunpowder which have been
drenched by a dozen hurricane floods during the past 100 years.
The relics were found at a depth of eight feet. Electronic detectors are
being used in the search.
The area was roped off Saturday to avoid injuries as the digging continued.
By late Saturday some 30 cannonballs had been wrested from the mud.
Lee said the digging "is a wonderful prelude to the 1970 'Dick Dowling
Days' set for next weekend." He added, "We've barely scratched the surface:'
Four of the five fort breastworks remained untouched Saturday with traces
of trenches used by Confederate soldiers clearly visible.
All items found win be tagged with the name of the finder and the date of
discovery for use in the proposed museum, which has gained the support of State
Sen. D. Roy Harrington, the Texas Historical Society, and the United Daughters
of the Confederacy.
Area persons who have mementos and artifacts found around Sabine Pass
are urged to return them for use in the museum. Each item will be similarly
marked with the contributor's name and discovery date.
Sabine Pass Chamber of Commerce representatives taking part in digging,
in addition to Lee, include George Trotter, Chamber president, Art Haller, Robert
Eldridge and Constable Rudolph Franklin.

•

•

(Reprint from The Port Arthur News, Sunday, August 30, 1970.)
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THE ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE
AFRICAN SLAVE TRADE IN GALVESTON,
TEXAS, AND SURROUNDING AREAS
FROM 1816 to 1836
FRED ROBBINS

..

The African slave trade in Texas represents an interesting phase of Texas
history that has been discussed all too sparingly, if at all, by historians. The
purpose of this paper is to trace the origins and the development of the African
slave trade as it related to Texas history in the early nineteenth century. It
must be understood from the outset that this trade in Texas never reached the
significant importance, in terms of total numbers of Africans brought into this
area, that it did in other areas of the New World. But the African slave trade
did have a degree of importance first for the pirates who indulged in this trade
and later for the Anglo-American colonists who established themselves along the
coastal plains of Texas in the nineteenth century.

•

The African slave trade in Texas formed part of the Atlantic slave trade
that began in the sixteenth l;entury and flourished during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. Because the Texas portion of the trade lasted less than
fifty years, 1816-1860. Texas did not experience a large nor profound influx of
Africans. During the Atlantic slave trade, mare than ten million Blal;k Africans
were transferred from Africa to the New World. 1 Texas' share of this number
only reached as many as one thousand.

•

•

•

•
•
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The slave trade in Texas before 1836 can be divided into two periods.
The first period extended from 1816 to 1821, when pirates and revolutionaries
roamed the Texas Gulf Coast plundering merchant shipping. After 1821, the
African trade languished in Texas until increasing demands for labor and greater
opportunities for quick wealth encouraged some of the new Anglo·American
colonists to enter this traffic. This second phase of the trade began around 1835
and ended with the independence of Texas in 1836.
In the first two decades of the nineteenth century, pirates. privateers, and
revolutionaries used extensively the area along the Gulf of Mexico between
M~tagorda Bay and Pensacola, Florida for their work.
Many of these people
were exiles escaping the turmoil of European politics in the early nineteenth
century. Before 1815, Napoleonic exiles settled on Barataria just fifteen miles
west of the Mississippi River below New Orleans. Later, in 1818, a few of these
exiles established a French commune called Champ d'Asile on the Trinity River
at the north end of Galveston Bay."

Another significant group of exiles included Spanish·American patriots, who
sought independence from Spanish domination in Latin America. During the
Mexican Revolution, from 1812 to 1821, these men conducted a series of
filibustering expeditions for independence and personal aggrandizement. Many
of these intrigues had the moral, if not financial, support of the Americans and
the English. In a few instanl;es the activities of these Latin American patriots
were somewhat less than the idealistic goals which they claimed to the world.
The pirates and rogues who first used Galveston Island were looking for
adventure and quick profit. while they passed as Mexican patriots seeking
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independence from Spanish oppression. The main objective of these men was
the establishment of a safe port from which they could plunder vessels in the
Gulf of Mexico and initiate raids on other smugglers. Most of the goods
captured by them eventually wound up in the United States, particularly on the
black market in New Orleans.
The Texas coast presented an excellent area for the establishment of a base
of operations for the privateers. This area was close to the shipping lanes in
the Gulf of Mexico and to the slaving ports of Cuba. Cuba was a major depot
for the African slave trade into Latin America in the early nineteenth century.
Since the island was only 800 miles from Galveston. it became the major source
of African slaves for the Anglo-American colonists after 1821. A short distance
northeast of Galveston, about 60 or 70 miles, was the Louisiana border of the
United States. With the relatively short distances to travel on the Gulf of
Mexico, the smugglers did not need to spend a great deal of time on the open
seas, thereby avoiding prolonged exposure to any authorities that might be
patroHing the Gulf.
The natural surroundings of the area near Galveston, as well as the island
itself, also encouraged the expansion of the African trade into Texas. The
coastline is composed of layers of limestone, clay, and sand that rise only a
few feet above the sea level for many miles inland. I Many points along the
coast did not even emerge above the water, thereby giving the coastline an
uneven appearance or the illusion that a chain of islands existed in particular
areas of the coast. Certainly this made navigation risky for the unsuspecting
seaman; but the pirates, who were familiar with this area of the coast, used this
situation to their advantage. Also, many rivers and streams emptied into the
Gulf of Mexico along the coast. A few of these rivers were navigable for a
short distance inland, providing a convenient hiding place for storing contraband
slaves. It did not take long for Galveston to emerge as the favorite location
for pirates who occupied the island in 1816.~
Galveston Island was "a sand bar or small island about thirty miles long
and two to six miles wide" on the upper Texas coast. 5 The island had an
excellent natural harbor. There were twelve to fourteen feet waters, depending
on the tides, as ships approached the island from the Gulf of Mexico. Anchorage
on the Gulf side of the island proved suitable for vessels of the period. After
passing beyond the east boundary of the island, into what today is known as
East Bay, the water reached a depth of from four to six fathoms, or between
twenty and thirty feet. To the north of the island was Galveston Bay. On the
northern side of the bay two large rivers emptied into it. At the mouths of
these rivers lay large sand bars making navigation at the entrances of the
rivers hazardous, thus providing natural protection where smugglers could hide
the booties of slaves and other contraband.e

,

•
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Similar conditions existed farther down the coast at Matagorda Bay. Good
anchorage inside the bay, with eleven to thirteen feet waters according to the
tides, made this area a likely port for smugglers of African slaves. But very
poor anchorage existed outside the bay in contrast to the anchorage at Galveston
Island. Large rivers also emptied into Matagorda Bay again affording good
protection for slavers. In addition to the rivers emptying into the bay, many
small inlets and coves dot the area, further increasing the desirability of the
area for the pirates. 1

•
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The first establishment of a privateer government on Galveston Island
occurred in September, 1816. At that time Manuel de Herrera and Louis de
Aury arrived at Galveston Island. Upon their arrival, Aury immediately began
the work of establishing a privateer government He organized various governmental departments to expedite the progress of the privateers on Galveston.
A collector of revenue and customs was created for the purpose of receiving
and distributing money and stolen merchandise of the privates. Aury also
established an admiralty court to settle any disputes that might arise between
the pirates. And. finally, a notary public was empowered to authenticate
documents and instruments for the privateers.' The insurrection of 200
Black seamen in Aury's camp temporarily halted the work on governmental
affairs, but on September 17, 1816, Herrera decreed a newly independent
government with Aury as governor. ~
On November 24, approximately two months after Aury's arrival in
Galveston, Don Xavier Mina joined the Herrera-Aury expedition. Mina's arrival
on Galveston with 140 recruits brought the total number of men on the island
to over 500. Among these men was a detachment of discontented American
soldiers commanded by Colonel Guilford Young. Young was a native of
Connecticut, who had been honorably discharged from the United States Army
in 1815. Following his discharge, Young, lured by delusions of grandeur and
the prospects of rapid fortune, gathered together like-minded Americans and
joined the insurgent forces already on Galveston in 1817. l 0

•
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There were two reasons for the establishment of Galveston by these men.
The first involved the idea of securing a base of operations from which revolutionaries could mount attacks on the government in Mexico. The other objective
entailed the less altruistic goal of establishing privateering operations which
included authorizing vessels to cruise the Gulf against the commerce of any
unsuspecting nation, particularly those sailing under the Spanish flag. This
dichotomy of purpose between the Aury group, who wanted to conduct privateering activities, and Mina's forces, who were interested in the invasion of Mexico,
caused the rapid deterioration of unity on the island. Harmony returned when
Aury decided that Matagorda suited his purposes better than Galveston Island. l1
Aury decided to leave Galveston on April S, 1817, at which time he sold
some 300 Africans to Mississippi planters Joseph Erwin, James Still, and Christopher Adams. A few days after Aury departed for Matagorda Bay, Captain
Guy Champlin arrived at Galveston with two prize ships. One, the Patroni/le,
contained 174 Africans, while the second vessel, L'Enrequita, held 113 slaves on
board. 11
During the summer of 1817, Aury again grew dissatisfied and returned to
Galveston with the hope of re-establishing himself on the island. On his return
from Matagorda, Aury brought with him two vessels of African slaves. One
of the ships contained 300 slaves in a fever-ridden state. This vessel was set
adrift in the Gulf off Galveston for fear that the fever might spread to the
pirates. The second ship contained 400 Africans. According to the customs
collector at New Orleans, Beverly Chew, this brought the total number of
Africans on Galveston Island to over 650 awaiting entry into the United States.
Collector Chew also reported the plans of the privateers for the construction of
slave barracks along the Sabine River which would be used for storing the
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Africans during the winter months, This caused the customs collector on
several occasions to ask the federal government for additional ships and men
to control the increasing activities of the smugglers along the Texas·Louisiana
border. u

•

With the final departure of Aury in July, 1817. and the earlier evacuation
of Mina in April for Soto La Marina, Galveston Island was again ready for a
new strongman to establish himself. 1 < Sensing this opportunity, Jean Lafitte
and his followers quickly took control of the island. After placing his men
in charge of the various activities, Lafitte commenced fOUf years of privateering

on Galveston Island.] 5
Lafitte's arrival at Galveston meant an
activities. Regular deliveries of Africans to
and his men. One of the men who made
Champlin. During one visit to the island
Africans.1 a

immediate increase in smuggling
the island were made by Lafitte
deliveries to Lafitte was Captain
Champlin sold Lafitte over 200

Lafitte's operations on Galveston proved highly successful for several Years.
One reason for his success was the manner in which he disposed of the African
slaves brought to the island. Lafitte used intermediaries, who would contract
with interested planters in the United States, for purchasing slaves on Galveston.
Aiter the intermediary filled a number of contracts, he was free to go to
Galveston and secure the necessary number of slaves. Three unusually successful
men who acted as intermediaries for Lafitte were the Bowie brothers-John,
Resin, and James. During the period between 1818 and 1820, John boasted
that they made $65,000 from smuggling Africans into the United States and
selling them to planters in Louisiana and Mississippi ,1
The Bowie brothers devised an ingenious method for smuggling the Africans
into the United States. Upon arrival in Galveston, they purchased .about 40
Africans for approximately one dollar per pound of the slaves' weight, which
averaged almost $140 per person. After purchasing the slaves, the Bowies
brought them into the United States and delivered them to a customs official;
thus becoming the informers of the illegal entry of the Africans and entitled
to half the vaJue of the slaves. Once the Africans were put up for sale by the
United States Marshal, the Bowies purchased the slaves back at half the price
since they were already entitled to half the value of the Africans. This made
the possession of the Africans legal since a bill of saJe had been issued by the
federal Marshal. Thus the Bowies Were free to sell the slaves in the United
States. This incursion of the law proved highly valuable, both financially and
legally for the Bowies, and at the same time it allowed them to import over
1,500 Africans into the United States. to
Before long, however, this activity on Galveston came to the attention of
the American authorities. In 1821, American patrols in the Gulf of Mexico
forced Lafitte's retreat from Galveston Island. Following his departure, a hiatus
developed in the African slave trade along the Texas COast until the mid-1830's.
There were several reasons for the disappearance of the trade during this
period.' v
In 1821, Mexico declared her independence from Spain,20 This brought an
end to the attempted filibustering movements. Also, the United States government increased its efforts to control the activities of the pirates in the Gulf of
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Mexico. One result of this new effort was the expulsion of Lafitte from
Galveston Island in 1821. Thus the free wheeling bnccaneering days of the
first two decades of the nineteenth century along the Texas coast was followed
by a period of settlement and COlonization.
Shortly after the formation of the Republic of Mexico, the Mexican
government approved the petition of Moses Austin to settle American colonists
in the province of Texas. When the Mexican government granted the petition,
there was no mention of slaves; consequently, many of the colonists brought
slaves with them to Texas. But as time passed, Mexican distaste for the
domestic importation of slaves led to the passage of laws prohibiting this activity.
The first such restriction appeared in the new colonization laws passed January
4, 1823. Article 30 of these laws provided that there was to be no sale or
purchase of slaves which might be introduced into the empire. 21

In the following years the Anglo-American colonists succeeded in getting
the Mexican government to acquiesce in allowing them to bring slaves into the
province, The colonists found other ways of evading the eXisting prohibitions
against the importation of slaves if the laws were not changed. One method of
avoiding the laws was to declare that the slaves were really indentured servants.
But this loophole quickly closed when Article 36 in Decree 190 of April 28,
1832, prohibited further introduction of indentured servants or contract labor
by foreign colonists. Thus, after colonization began in Texas, with the emerging
civil and political order, people's attentions turned to domestic matters rather
than to the pursuit of external aberrations. 2 2

•
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Two conditions emerged by the mid-1830's which encouraged the renewed
activity in the African slave trade. First, colonization by the Anglo-Americans
brought new problems for the Mexican government besides the question of
slavery in Texas. Cultural differences between the Spanish and American
colonists, such as language and religion, produced bitterness on both sides,
During this period of agitation and stress, several Americans living in Texas
seized the opportunity for acquiring quixotic fortunes from the African slave
trade. This anticipation of large profits also caused a resurgence of this trade.
American colonists interested in this traffic could easily sail to Cuba and buy
Mricans for $300 or $400. Once the dealers returned to Texas, the Africans
could be sold for as much as $1,500. Thus enormous profits could be made
by interested colonists. 2 2
One of the first American settlers who made a habit of slave trading in
Georgia before coming to Texas was James Walker Fannin. Fannin arrived
in Texas during the autumn of 1834, and settled near Velasco on a large
plantation with his wife and two daughters. It was not long before he became
involved in the struggle for Texas' independence as well as the African slave
trade.!4

•
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Fannin's first experience with the introduction of Africans into Texas
occurred in the summer of 1835, when he returned from Cuba with 152
Africans!S In the fall Fannin became involved in a dispute over the handling
of an American schooner, Hannah Elizabeth, chartered by the American colonists
to bring ammunition and supplies to Texas. But the boat was intercepted by the
Mexican Navy near Matagorda Bay. Hearing of the capture of the valuable
cargo, a small band of Texas patriots quickly recaptured the vessel from the
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Mexican Navy. After this incident, Fannin accused the customs collector at
Matagorda, Samuel Phoades Fisher, of certain irregularities in the way he
disposed of the cargo after the ship had been returned to the Texans. In
replying to Fannin's charges, Fisher accused him of "the introduction of slaves,
native of, and immediately from, Africa."H Obviously, Fisher was making
reference to Fannin's slaving expeditions to Cuba. But Fannin's flamboyant
career as slave trader and revolutionary came to an end at Goliad. Texas, in
March. 1836."'

•

Another colorful figure in Texas history involved in the illicit "Black
ivory" trade during this period was Monroe Edwards. He came to Texas
looking for the proverbial "pot of gold" and found it in the African slave trade.
Edwards was probably the only American colonist in Texas to go directly to
Africa on a slaving mission. But this occurred before he decided to settle in
Texas. The opportunity to sail to Africa came in 1832, when Edwards joined
several other men in Latin America for the voyage across the Atlantic. After
completing this trip to Africa, Edwards returned to the United States with money
to invest. In the fall of 1833, he purchased a plantation on the San Bernard
River with the profits from the sale of the Africans in Latin America.~·
Mter Edwards settled along the San Bernard River, he also became entangled
in the events related to the struggle for Texas' independence. The advantages
of the confusing and turbulent times permitted him to order a cargo of 185
Africans from Cuba in February, 1836. As it turned out, only 170 slaves were
landed near Velasco on February 28. 19 The timing of this transaction allowed
EdwaTds to claim the Africans as domestic slaves before the establishment of
the Texas Republic and the possible prohibition against this trade. With the
introduction of this and other cargoes of slaves, Edwards erected a slave mart
near present-day San Leon on Galveston Bay."o On one occasion Africans were
seen in the general area of this mart being driven by Major Benjamin Fort
Smith, planter and slave dealer, along the Brazos River. 31 Edwards' career
as slave trader in Texas ended abruptly in 1837. Because of his greed, Edwards
became involved in a case of forgery and swindle over earlier dealings in the
African trade which forced him to leave Texas. n
Other adventurers in this trade remained anonymous or proved of a lesser
importance. Colonel James Morgan in 1835 sent his agent to Cuba to investigate
the opportunities in this trade. That same year a camp for "newly landed
Africans" was constructed near Thomas McKinney's store in Quintana. McKinney
used that camp for the slaves he bought and sold in Quintana and in Galveston.a.
During the 1830's the McNeil brothers-Sterling, Pleasant, and Leanderoperated plantations along the Brazos River. Early in 1836, Sterling McNeil
landed 40 Africans at Caney Creek below Velasco despite the efforts of the
customs collector, William S. Fisher, to seize the vessel. Later in the summer,
the McNeils ferried a group of Africans across the Neches River. The McNeils
frequently advertised in the late 1830's for runaway Africans. They described
the slaves as men who spoke little English, had tribal markings on their faces,
and were hard to handle.3<
In the autumn of 1836, an unusually large cargo of Africans was landed
along the Sabine River, probably for importation into the United States. The
ship, commanded by a Spaniard named Moro. and owned by an American who
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was known as Coigly. landed 200 Africans. During 1836, additional small
cargoes of 20 to 40 slaves were landed on the Brazos River, the San Bernard
River. and Caney Creek. 16 This increased activity came to the attention of
American authorities in 1837, when Memucan Hunt, special envoy in Washington
for the Texas Republic, requested aid from the United States Navy- in patrolling
the Texas coast. Ie
The exact number of Africans imported into Texas after colonization is
impossible to determine. One person who kept a close watch on this trade,
British Consul William Kennedy at Galveston, estimated that between 1826
and 1836 over 500 Africans were smuggled into Texas "from all places except
the United States.''Sr This number is a conservative estimate, since only limited
evidence confirms the fact that a majority of the SOO or more slaves were
imported during a two year period, 1835·1836. Certainly the slaving activities
during the preceding eight years might raise the total Africans imported into
Texas between 1826 and 1836 over the 500 level, but better evidence exists to
confirm the fact that only a limited African slave trade existed during the
1820's in Texas. The best evidence of a limited African migration into Texas
during that period resulted first, from the fact that few people had settled along
the Texas coast by 1830, and secondly, the people brought with them most of
their slave labor from the United States. Therefore, a greater domestic slave
trade was carried on from the United States into Texas during the 1820's.38

f

With the coming of the Texas revolution and the promulgation of Section
Nine of the General Provisions of the Texas Constitution on March 17, 1836,
another phase in the African slave trade in Texas drew to a close. Section Nine
provided that "admission of Africans or Negroes into the republic of Texas
excepting from the United States of America, is forever prohibited, and declared
to be piracy."u This law added a measure of certainty to the hitherto undefined
position of the Texas Republic on this issue.
Thus the African slave trade in Texas between 1816 and 1836 subsided for
the most part with the creation of th.e Texas Republic and the establishment of
laws regulating this trade. Both phases of the trade derived their impetus from
the instability of the times. The major reason prompting men to participate in
this trade was the knowledge that enormous fortunes could be made with little
effort and a minimum of risk. Also most of the participants in the African
slave trade already possessed the necessary skills required for success. These
included sailing, smuggling, and domestic slaving. Therefore, a confluence of
factors gave rise to the development of the African slave trade in Texas before
1836.
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KILRAVEN, A GHOST TOWN IN THE
SOUTHERN PART OF CHEROKEE COUNTY,
TEXAS*
JOHN N. CRAVENS
An East Texas ghost town with a colorful history, Kilraven, located on
the Cotton Belt Railroad and the old Jim Hogg Highway about midway between
Forest and Wells, Texas had its beginning in the early 1890's under the leadership of William Henry "Bill" Spinks. Before coming to Cherokee County, Bill
Spinks had been a successful lawyer. owner of a sawmill, gin. and a general
store at Kennard, Houston County, Texas. 1 Spinks' Cherokee County sawmill.
at first produced only rough lumber and railroad ties. was built on top of a hill
near Shook's Bluff and about one mile from Staton Lake. A large wooden
commissary and fifteen or twenty houses for the workers were built around the
mill. A fire which destroyed the mill in the 1890's, a shortage of water, and
lack of railroad transportation caused Spinks to move his sawmill to the present
site of Kilraven near the then recently built Tyler Southern, or Southeastern,
or better known "Cotton Belt" Railroad, which ran from Tyler to Lufkin and
White City, Texas. The former mill site was sold to Nelson Jones in 1891.
Five of the mill houses were still standing when Jones bought the property.2
The new mill community was known as Spinks Switch or Mill during the
W. H. Spinks' ownership. A short time before, another sawmill had been built
about a mile north of Spinks' mill on the railroad nearer Forest. In a short
time Spinks installed a planer in his new mill and was able to produce a better
grade of lumber. ~ At the same time Spinks operated a general merchandise
store for his mill workers and the general public at Forest, Texas, which was
about two miles north of his mill. 4 In time, Spinks built a commissary and
crude rough lumber houses for the workers near the mill. J. Will Tyra tells
a story that shortly after the store was built, an intoxicated man came in and
asked the men there if anyone of them wanted to fight. No one accepted
the man's challenge and the drunk man slapped a boy. Tyra took up for the
boy and a fight almost took place. Spinks came in and reprimanded Tyra for
getting tough with the drunk. Then the drunk man cursed Spinks and almost
had a fight with him, too. When the boy's father heard about the slapping
incident, he wanted to cut the drunk's throat.
Most of Spinks' employees
lived near the mill and farmed when they were not working at the mill.

,
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Other than that sold locally at Forest, Wells, and other nearby places,
Spinks shipped all his lumber by the Cotton Belt Railroad. Henry Arnold, a
young employee of Spinks at both the Staton Lake and Kilraven location, said
that for being a blocksetter he was paid "six bits" (seventy-five cents) for a day's
labor of eleven hours. 6 Will Tyra, a crosscut saw filer in the woods, received
$1.50 for an eleven hour day. Some of the others workers received as much
as One dollar for a day's labor of eleven hours. The Spinks mill cut about

"Professor Cravens is not interested in what a lumber mill produced. He is
interested in the people who worked in the mill, their housing, food, amusements
and other social problems. He gained his information from interviews. In a
Jew years interviews will not be possible.
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three to four thousand feet of lumber each day.' Jim Bailey, another employee,
said that he began to work at the Spinks mill at the age of fourteen as a cleanup
boy. Excitement would OCCur when a belt on the machinery would sometimes
break and he and the other employees, to prevent injury, would hurriedly flee
from under the mill shed. Jim said that Spinks took a personal liking for him
and made him errand boy. Spinks said that Bailey was so efficient and returned
so quickly on assigned errands that he wished that the young boy were his own
SOD. Spinks did SOme of the sawing of the logs himself. Jim Sanderson, a redhaired log tipper for Spinks was the best that Bailey ever saw. Bailey lived
with his parents about a mile from the Spinks mill and walked to and from his
work each day. Lee and John Brown hauled logs to the Spinks mill skidway
in wagons, each pulled by two or three yoke of oxen. The wagons at first
had four wheels. Later, six and eight wheel wagons were used to haul the logs.
During rainy seasons, because of the boggy conditions of the land, only one
load was brought in each day even though the logs were located nearby. For a
time, Tyra drove a six-oxen log wagon. The axles of the wagon would drag
the ground during wet weather and the oxen would groan while pulling the heavy
load.!
Because of Spinks' other professional and business interests, he sold his milt
in 1900 to W. H. Holmes, H. F. Williamson and E. H. Williamson who were
stockholders in the Arkansas Lumber Company. Along with his mill, Spinks also
sold to the same company one hundred acres of the Levi Houston Survey for
which he received $489. The president of the Arkansas Company, D. T.
Morton, was from Kansas City, and the community bore his name during his
leadership. T. C. Skeen of St. Louis was secretary-treasurer and W. H. Bonner
of Angelina County. Texas, served as one receiver of the corporation. Morton
obtained a post office for the community which was in existence from May 14,
1902, to March 13, 1904. 9 The only two postmasters were Shields P. Skeen
and John T. Simpson. In 1904, the Post Office Department closed the post
office at Morton and ordered the mail to be sent to ForesVo Under the
leadership of Morton, the sawmill, planer, and commissary were enlarged and
improved. Also, a boarding house, an electric light plant, a millpond, and
wooden railroad tracks to facilitate the movement of logs and lumber at the
mill site were built. Mules were first used to pun a tramcar on the four-by-fourinch wooden tracks before a locomotive was purchased. Sawdust, slabs, and
pine knots were used as fuel for the locomotive or "dinkey." T. C. Skeen had
succeeded D. T. Morton as president of the Arkansas Lumber Company by
1902. 11 Will Tyra operated the tram engine for a time in 1901 at a daily wage
of two dollars for an eleven hour day. Tom Harris. of Forest, worked for many
years as the engineer on the locomotive. Tyra said that the locomotive usually
pulled seven cars of logs at a time. The rails for the locomotive were of wood
like those used when mules pulled the tramcars. These was nailed to crossties
of a larger size. The first tramroad. about five miles in length, was built toward
Devil's Bayou and the Loan Chandler place. John T. Simpson, the woods
foreman, and later postmaster. used oxen and mules to load the logs on the
tramcars with chains. Eventually, the wooden tramroad was extended west
to the Neches River and later to the Angelina River. Other lumber workers
received daily wages of from $,75 to $1.50 during the Arkansas Lumber Company
operation. H Will Tyra lived at the Arkansas Company boarding house While
he worked there. The boarding house was a one-story building at the time.
Cornbread. biscuits. bacon. beans, potatoes. and syrup were the principal foods
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served. Tyra and the mill workers slept on matlresses made of wooden shavings.
The shavings, according to Tyra, often turned up edgewise when he attempted
to sleep.
Once in order to get some rest, he decided to cut a hole in the
mattress and straighten out the small pieces of wood. Shavings flew all over
the room when Tyra cut the mattress, and the boarding house boss charged him
five dollars' damages. After the payment, the manager promised to bring him
a good mattress to sleep on; but when it came, it too was made of shavings.
Tyra in time grew tired of the rough lumberjack life and moved to Wells in
1910 or 1911 where he established a general store,13
Jim and Willie Bonner, of Lufkin, operated the sawmill, planer, commissary,
and boarding house at Kilraven for a time. They experienced several interesting
incidents. Jim Bailey tells a story that he attended a dance given at the boarding
house one night after taking several drinks of whisky. He walked into the
front of the building where a soft drink stand was located and caused a
disturbance. About the same time Jim Bonner walked up to Bailey and asked,
"Who the hell you think you are 1" Then Bonner slapped Bailey in the mouth
before he could give a satisfactory answer. Using his fist, Bailey struck Bonner
on the side of his head. The blow caused Bonner to turn a flip and fall on
the floor. Nat Wade, a friend of the Bonners, pulled a gun on Bailey. When
Bailey snatched the gun out of Wade's hand, the gun fell to the floor. The two
men scrambled for it, but Bailey got the gun. Wade then began to beg for the
gun by saying that it was his gun and he wanted it. Dr. Bay Stokes, the local
physician, and Eli Bailey, the constable, asked Jim Bailey to give up the gun.
In the process, Eli Bailey, in Jim Bailey's opinion, wanted to make an impression
on the influential Bonner and hit Jim Bailey on the side of his head with the
pistol. During the fight, Ed Hester, another guest, got his foot hung in a
chair and had a struggle getting out of the danger area. Later that same night,
Jim says he went into the commissary and purchased some clean clothes because
those worn during the altercation Were soaked with blood. Willie Bonner was
in the commissary at this time, but did not say a word to Bailey, Bailey's head
continued to hurt even after he returned to the Charley Hester home where he
lived, The pain was so great the next day that a co·warker, Wiley Hester, took
Bailey to be treated by a Dr. McClure at Wildhurst. Bailey was fined ten
dollars for his misconduct at the dance."
Will Dew, who was also a mill worker at the time, tells of another incident
while the Bonners where in charge of the mill. Bud Dowling worked at the
planer. He quit his job before payday because he grew tired of the working
conditions and the salary scale. He then went to the bookkeeper, Shields P.
Skeen, and asked very courteously for his pay. The paymaster told him that
it was the policy of the owners to pay only on the regularly established dates,
the first and fifteenth of each month. Dowling asked for his pay a second
time, but Skeen, with short and snappy words, said that under no circumstances
was he going to pay him until payday. Then Dowling went to his home near
Newton Sanders place and got his 45 colt revolver. On entering the commissary,
he went directly to the paymaster's window and stuck the gun into the window
and asked Skeen again in a kind voice to give him his money. Without hesitation, Skeen promptly paid Dowling his wages."
The name Kilraven for the mill settlement came during the leadership of
Harry C. Kiley, Allen Kiley, and Alfred Craven in 1909. The ownership was
known as the Kiley-Craven Lumber Company. This group bought only the
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timber, as part of the timberland was owned by F. C. Bennett of Dallas. Bennett
was some sort of promoter and sold five-acre blocks of land for $500 each,
which seems to have been an exorbitant price. A man by the name of
Swofford bought one of the tracts, but it is said that he never received a deed
to the land. The Sae family, from Mount Pleasant, also bought one of the
five-acre tracts On which to grow strawberries. The family cleared the land
and planted strawberries, but because of financial difficulties, had to give up
after a short time. Later, a 660-acre tract including the mill site was- acquired
by C. H. Richmond. On the last day of March in 1913, John T. Simpson
bought from Richmond the "Old Arkansas Mill Site" of 20 acres, which induded
two ponds of water. Simpson paid Richmond twenty dollars an acre for the
mm site. Although they did Own the mill site, the Kileys and Craven built
a new and larger commissary, erected some new houses, and enlarged the
boarding house. The sawmill and planer were both enlarged and better equipped.
The mill capacity was increased to fifty or sixty thousand feet of lumber per
day. An electric power plant built by the company also supplied the whole
community with electricity. The new company continued to use the dinkey train
locomotive, but in time the tramroad was replaced with ox and mule log teams.
During the last years the company was in business, Ruben Drurey and Hub
Maddox used five or six six-mule teams each to furnish the mill with logs.
Maddox used two four-up teams of oxen for the real difficult logging operations.
The log wagons had four, six, and eight wooden wheels.
Wages were paid on the first and fifteenth, or twice a month. Workers
could draw pasteboard company checks ranging from five cents to one dollar
between paydays to buy needed supplies at the commissary, Claude Darby,
the store manager, bought a large number of these checks from the workers for
twenty-five cents on the dollar. Darby attempted to cash the checks at the
bookkeeper's office, but he was refused. He then uSed the paper money to buy
needed supplies at the commissary. Darby was paid one dollar for ten hours
work a day. The store opened at seven in the morning and closed at six-thirty
in the evenings. Raymond Wade tells that one morning Harry Kiley reprimanded
Darby for not keeping the store cleaner and better arranged. Darby explained
to Kiley that a large amount of supplies had been delivered to the store in the
night and that he simply had not found time to arrange the store in the manner
that the owner desired. 1G Claude Darby tells that once a young girl living on
the Arthur James' place came into the commissary -and told him that her family
was hungry. He did not know whether or not the family was as desperate as
was represented or whether it showed a lack of morals on the part of the girl.
She asked for five dollars' worth of groceries explaining that her brother was
working at the mill. Darby consulted with Wiley Craven and the two found
that the brother had not worked enough for the five dollars' credit. The sixteen
or seventeen-year-old girl began to cry when Darby refused to sell the groceries
on credit. Darby says he became sympathetic and told the young woman that
he would stand good for the groceries. On starting to leave the store, the girl
told him that she would pay him then if he would go into the woods with her.
Darby says he refused and the family eventually paid the five dollars. 1 I
Kilraven existed during the time of few automobiles but it had its moral
problems. Women of questionable moral standards lived in or often visited
the community. It is said that only one known prostitute ever stayed at the
boarding house for any length of time. This type of woman came by train
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to the sawmill camp and met men in the woods on the opposite side of the pond
from the mill and the houses of the settlement. The fOUf daily passenger trains
made it very convenient for transient women to carryon their occupation at the
sawmill. Sometimes the men would leave the mill and say they planned to go
swimming in the pond, but would go to the other side of the pond. The
respectable women of Kilraven and surrounding communities referred to the
visiting women as wood rats. Other mills must have had the same problems.

•

Gambling was popular at Kilraven especially on weekend nights. The
players usually met in a vacant house near the mill. Some mill workers attended
just to see the games. Gambling, of course, was i11egal, and Rollie Dew, who
served for a time as constable, was responsible for enforcing the law, but
apparently never caught the gamblers.

One among the many workers was Neal Glover, a blocksetter at the
Kilraven mill; he worked in the mill for six years from 1915 until it closed
in 1921. Because World War I caused wages to increase, Glover received $3.10
for a ten-hour work day. When the mill broke down, he was assigned to the
task of stacking lumber and lost no pay for the day. Other jobs paid less, but
those firing the boilers were paid the same as Glover. At the same time sawyers
were paid from five to six dollars a day. Two others workers, WiIl Dew and
Will Pounds, fired the boilers and the old Arkansas dry kiln. John Bradley
was the sawyer when the mill closed. Obe Byars ran the cutoff saws. Raymond
Wade l;:aught the finished lumber and slabs; this job was called trailing the
saws.l" Eugene Bailey rel;:eived $1.50 for a ten-hour day as a dogger on the
carriage at the mill. When he asked for higher wages, the manager raised his
wages to $1.75 for the same number of hours, but he had to do two men's
jobs as tailer of the edger and trimmer setter.'"
Three Negro families Jived in company houses and others who lived in
private houses worked at the Kilraven mill. Black Frank Jones, a dogger on
the carriage, was taught by Neal Glover to set blocks. Boss Blanche and Ben
Blaylocks were black log haulers. One of the Negro families living at Kilraven
was Ed Castle and his wife Susanna, his daughter Minnie, and his two sons,
Rans and Jim Eddie. The family lived in a large two-room house made of
rough lumber. A large wood heater was used to cook on and heat the house. 20
The boarding house and the nearby sleeping shack of eight or ten rooms
were one-story wooden buildings. Claude Darby remembers that a "raw-boney"
woman from the North ran the boarding house for a time. During her tenure,
the dances there were called balls. At the same time, she dated the superintendent of the sawmiIV' Neal Glover roomed at the sleeping shack and ate his
meals at the boarding house before he married on June 29, 1918. Beans,
potatoes, bacon, biscuits, l;:ornbread, syrup, coffee, and sometimes fresh meats
were served at the boarding house. No milk was ever served there because of
the lack of refrigeration. When the woman from the North left, John Baggett,
his wife and his daughter Alice ran the boarding house. AlI the boarding mill
workers did not live in company houses for some of them boarded at the sixrOOm home of John C. and Lucy Calhoun who Jived near the mill. Glover
married their daughter Carrie and their first child, Marshall, was born at
Kilraven.
Glover, the leading fiddler of the community, did not have the opportunity
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to play at the boarding house before his marriage because the manager would
not allow any dances. However, the Calhoun family and others around the
community allowed dances to be held in their homes. Glover played the fiddle
and Jim Calhoun accompanied him with the guitar. Carrie Glover played the
organ at the dance if one was available. However, the Calhonn home and only
one other house in Kilraven had an organ. The tunes played by Glover and
the Calhouns were what he says were old breakdowns. Some of the tunes were
I'Turkey in the Straw," "Yes, We Have No Bananas," "Winter Times are Coming
and We've Got No Clothes," "Ragtime Annie," "Old Wagoner," "She'll Be
Coming Around the Mountain," "Down Yonder," "Wednesday Night Waltz,"'
"Sallie Goodin," and always a dance was closed with "Horne Sweet Horne."
Glover's group charged fifty cents per person for dancing. Neal says he made
ten to twelve dollars each night. The dances were always peaceful since national
and state prohibition had been enacted. Homemade liquor, or shinny, and
home brew had not been introduced to an appreciable extent by 1921. a
Before Glover became the fiddler of the community, Elmer Durham says
he and his brother William ("Bill") once were paid six dollars to furnish the
music for an all night dance at Kilraven at 1915. Elmer played the fiddle and
Bill played the guitar. The dance was held in a two-bedroom box house made
of one-by-twelve-inch boards covered with ooe-by-four-inch strips. Before the
dance began, all the beds and dresser were moved iota the kitchen-dining room
combination. Pallets were made in the kitchen for the children of the married
dancing couples. Durham estimated the crowd at six to seven couples. No
drunks were allowed and no alcoholic beverages were served.! a
Some accidents and one murder took place while Glover lived at Kilraven.
Clyde Calhoun was injured when a piece of saw broke and severely cut his leg,
even though he had tried to outrun the spinning piece of metal. Another
worker. seemingly an accident prone person, Aaron Smith, received a broken
leg while working at Kilraven.

•
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Glover also tells of a strange, old gray-haired Irish paddy about sixty-five
years of ago who stopped at Kilraven one afternoon. The crew felt sorry for
the old man and took up a collection which more than paid for his supper,
night's lodging, and breakfast the next morning. That same day he was found
On the railroad track above Wildhurst, a few miles away, with his throat cut
and an empty money sack by the side of his dead body. A train crew discovered
the body and stopped the locomotive before running over it. A Negro, Sidney
Tarver, was accused of the murder but left the country to escape prosecution.
A white resident of Kilraven was also accused of the murder, but was acquitted. H
Claude Darby, like Neal Glover, worked for the Kiley-Craven Lumber
Company until it closed in 1921, and was moved to Louisiana. Both Kiley
and Craven urged Darby, only nineteen years old at the time, to go with them.
Darby was told that they would have a larger and better commissary there
and might be able to pay him a little more as there would be more work to do.
Darby refused to go to the new location and continued for a number of years
to live near Kilraven. Darby now lives in Alto. Ella Bailey, a customer of
young Darby. said he was a very honest man. Even when weighing peas or
beans, he would add one or take one bean out to make the correct weight.
There were many peddlers of farm produce at Kilraven. Darby called Ella
Bailey of Crossroads the "queen of the peddlers:' She sold milk, butter, eggs,
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and other farm products from her buggy. Also, Jennie Darby and Callie Bailey,
neighbors of Ella Bailey, sold farm products there. Rollie Staton, Sara Chandler
Goodwin and her granddaughter Evie, of Shook's Bluff, sold farm products at
Kilraven. The Goodwins walked about three miles and carried their produce.
They sold eggs for ten cents a dozen, buttermilk for ten cents a gallon, and
live grown chickens for twenty-five cents each. After the mills closed, Darby's
friends would often greet him with "Hello Kilraven."a
A privately owned general store Was built across the railroad tracks and
the Jim Hogg Highway by S. A. Spears who later sold out to William Clark
Wade and his son Raymond. The Wades sold out later to George W. Barrington
who sold the Wade stock of goods and continued to live in the store building
for sometime after the Kilraven mill closed. Barrington is said to have written
several books and many articles for magazines and newspapers before returning
to Dallas where he worked for the Dallas Times Herald. W. C. Wade was a
Union Civil War veteran. He told that while he was in military service, Abraham
Lincoln came out to observe his unit one day. The President asked Wade for
a drink of water from his canteen and the young private cheerfully complied.
Then Lincoln told him that he tried in every possible way to avoid getting into
the irrepressible conflict but he had failed. Wade's son Raymond served in
World War I. On Raymond's return home, the elder Wade excited the Kilraven
residents by walking real straight and wearing Raymond's military uniform
with the wrap-around leggings. H

Today, nothing remains of the ghost town of Kilraven other than the millpond, the railroad tracks, and the old Jim Hogg Highway. Jim Durham, an
evangelist preacher in the 1920's, used the pond to baptize new converts. No
signs remain on the highway Or railroad to remind one of the ghost town. Even
the highway seems to be deserted as Highway 69, about a mile east of Kilraven,
has taken all but the local traffic from the area. Cattle graze the partially
cleared pastures on both sides of the highway and railroad. Like many other
abandoned mill towns, the present day visitor would have difficulty in imagining
what had gone OD at this once lively place many years before.
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FOOTNOTES

•

1Interview with Jennie Spinks, daughter of W. H. Spinks, Wells, Texas,
August 30, 1969. Ike Daniels of Crockett was Spinks' partner in the gin at
Kennard.
~Interview with Frank Jones, son of Nelson Jones, Route 2, Alto, Texas,
September 20, 1969. The St. Louis and Southwestern Railroad is the present
name of this Tyler to Lufkin road. The tracks have been taken up from Lufkin
to White City.

•

..

IHenry Arnold, mill worker of W. H. Spinks, Forest, Texas, August 28,
1969, January 3, 1970; interview with John Chandler, a mill worker at the
Spinks Mill, Wells, Texas, August 28, 1969.
~Letters of W. H. Spinks, General Merchandise Store, J. H. Starr Papers,
Archives of the University of Texas. Austin.

IInterview with J. Will Tyra, Jacksonville, Texas, September 11, 1969.
Interview with Claude Darby, Alto, Texas, December 30. 1969.

'Interview with Henry Arnold, August 28, 1969.
lInterview with J. Will Tyra, September 11, 1969.

•
•

.
•

IInterview with Jim Bailey, an employee at the Spinks Mill, Wells, Texas,
August 29, 1969; interview with J. W. Tyra, September 11. 1969.
·W. H. Spinks to Arkansas Lumber Company, Deed dated April 16, 19()(),
Recorded in vol. 18. pages 592-593. Records H, C. Williamson, et aI, to the
Arkansas Lumber Company Recorded in vol. 25, pages 343-348, Deed of Records,
Cherokee County, Texas. Raymond Wade, "A History," an unpublished manuscript owned by John N. Cravens; No. 4520 ehas E. Anderson vs. Arkansas
Lumber Co, et al. Original petition filed March 14, 1903, E, S. Jones, District
Clerk, Cherokee County. Texas.

lOWright Patman, A History of Post Office and Communities; First Congressional District of TeXas (Washington, 1968), p. 13.
liThe Arkansas Lumber Company, by T. C, Skeen, President, to Robert
Nunley and W. D. Acrey, Sale of Timber, dated July 25, 1902, filed for record
July 26, 1902, Vol. 26, p. 17, Deed Records, Cherokee County, Texas.

,

uWade, "A History," cited above; interview with John Chandler and J. W.
Tyra, cited above.
UInterview with J. W. Tyra, September 11, 1969.

•

•

14Interview with Jim Bailey, August 29, 1969. Eli Bailey later served as
Justice of Peace of the same precinct for a number of years.
15Interview with Will Dew, a mill worker at the time, Wells, Texas, August
30, 1969.
18Interview with Raymond Wade, one of the last residents of Kilraven, Wells,
Texas, September 14, 1968; interview with Will Dew, blocksetter at Kilraven,
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August 30, 1969; Neal Glover, a blocksetter, believes that Craven's first name
was Alfred. while Raymond Wade contends that his first names were John Henry;
interview with Claude Darby, Alto, Texas, December 30, 1969; C. H. Richmond
to J. T. Simpson, contract dated March 31, 1913. filed for record April 1. 1913.
Recorded in Vol. 60, pp. 490-491, need Records, County Clerk's Office, Cherokee
County, Texas.

•

lTInterview with Claude Darby, Alto, Texas, August 30, 1969, December

30, 1969.
lIWade, "A History," previously cited.

lIInterview with Eugene Bailey. Wells, Texas, January 2, 1970.
IIInterview with Frank Jones, Alto, Texas, September 20, 1969, January
3, 1970.
IlInterview with Claude Darby, Alto, Texas, December 30. 1969.

:l1Interview with Neal Glover, Wells, Texas, August 30, 1969.
ZlInterview with Elmer Durham, Wells, Texas, January I, 1970.

UInterview with Neal Glover, August 30, 1969; interview with Frank Jones,
Alto, Texas, September 20, 1969.
uInterview with Claude Darby, December 31, 1969; interview with Rollie
Staton, Wells, Texas, December 31, 1969; interview with Evie Goodwin Glover,
January I, 1970; interview with Henry Bailey, son of Callie Bailey, Wells, Texas,
January 2, 1970.
uInterview with Raymond Wade, September 14, 1969; William Clark Wade
was born January 1, 1842 at Petersboro, Ontario, Canada. He died at Lufkin,
Texas in the early 1920's; interview with Frank Jones, Alto, Texas, September
20, 1969,
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BOOK REVIEWS
Joseph Stephen CuJlinan: A Study of Leadership in the Texas Petroleum Industry, 1897-1937. By John O. King. (Nashville, Published for the Texas Gulf Coast Historical Association by Vanderbilt University Press), 1970. Pp. ix, 229. $10.95.
This well-researched business biography of Joseph Cullinan provides an
interesting and informative account of the development of the early oil industry
in the Gulf Southwest The author, John O. King of the University of Houston,
had access to the archives of the Texaco Company as well as the Cullinan Papers
and those of many of Cull.inan's early associates. In addition, Kiog bas interviewed a considerable number of early oil officials, members of the Cullinan
family. and other authorities on the petroleum industry. Cullinan emerges as
perhaps the first Texas professional oil man who was on the scene and ready
to cope with the problems of bonanza production tbat foUowed the Spindletop
discovery in 1901.

•

•

•

•

Born in Pennsylvania in 1860, Joe Cullinan went to work in the oil fields
at fourteen. He was employed by various affiliates of the Standard Oil Company
and rose through a series of jobs until he became a division superintendent of
the Southwest Pennsylvania Pipe Line Company in 1893. By this time he was
an experienCed oil man having worked in all phases of the industry and had
been marked for advancement by the parent company. Two years later (in
189S) be severed his relations with Standard Oil and soon afterward came to
Texas, eager to try his hand as an independent manager at Corsicana.
The Corsicana field had begun with the accidental discovery of oil in 1894,
but tbree years of petroleum development had convinced the local managers
that more capital was needed than they commanded and an experienced manager
was necessary if the field was to achieve its potential production. Cullinan
agreed to move to Texas and soon stabilized the chaotic field, built pipe lines
and storage facilities, and constructed the first significant oil refinery in the
state. He also demonstrated the practical use of petroleum for locomotive fuel
and played a role in the passage of the first Texas oil conservation law in 1899.
The dramatic discovery of oil at Spindletop in January, J901 brought
Cullinan, as well as thousands of others, to the scene at Beaumont. With New
Yorker Arnold Schlaet, financier John W. Gates, and the Texas-eontroUed HoggSwayne syndicate, Cullinan formed the Texas Fuel Company in 1901. From
this beginning grew the Texas Company which progressed from a fuel oil
marketing enterprise to a fully integrated major oil company with a national
and international market. King traces the development of Texaco during the
years (1901-1913) of Cullinan's presidency and gives attention to the problems
or penonal leadership and the constant quest for funds to finance the ever-expanding goals of tbe company. He concludes, as have others, that once
an enterprise bas committed itself to a fully integrated operation and a national
market, there is no turning back:. There is a never-ending search for new fields
as the early discoveries play out; the continued laying of pipeline to collecting
stations. and more Jines to the refineries; the acquisition of transportation facilties,
more pipelines, tankers, cars to send the product to market. and the constantly
growing demand for larger and more sophisticated refining facilities.
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The operations grew too great even for Joe Cullinan and he resigned,
leaving Texaco in 1913. His later ventures were also successful and he died,
at 77, a multi-millionaire still actively engaged in the petroleum business. He
left as his monument the Texas Company which he managed through its early
difficult speculative days. Today it is one of the great petroleum enterprises with
world-wide operations,

In this study King concentrates on Cullinan's business career and the
problems of management and decision-making facing an oil executive. Little
emerges on Cullinan's personal activities, his philosophy of life, or his hobbies
and avocations. Though there is a brief account of his civic and political
contributions in the concluding chapter, this reader would like to know more
about Cullinan's family life, his friends and associates outside the Texas
Company. and his role as a citizen at Houston throughout his later years.
These, however, are minor criticisms and are largely directed to the book that
Professor King chose not to write. As a business biography, this is an excellent
study. It adds much to our knowledge of the early oil industry in Texas and
the men who Jed it during its formative years.

•
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Robert S. Maxwell
Stephen F. Austin State University

•

.The Last Trail Drive Through Downtown Dallas. By Ben K. Green.
Flagstaff, Arizona (NortWand Press), 1971. Pp. 73. $8.50.
The author of Horse Tradin' and Wild Cow Tales has quickly established
himself as a storyteller and writer of national significance, and those who read
his every word are pleased to note that he continues to pour forth his tales.
A native of Hopkins County, in northeast Texas, Ben K. Green has spent
most of his life as cowboy and veterinarian west of Fort Worth, but on occasion
he has been known to admit that he is originally from Cumby, where he resides
today. Unlike most of his stories, including the recent book, Village Horse
Doctor, which is set in Fort Stockton, The Last Trail Drive Through Downtown
Dallas takes place largely in East Texas. Autobiographical in nature, the plot
is simple: a teenage boy moves a herd of a hundred or so head of livestock
from Paint Rock, Texas, to Bossier City, Louisiana. He is aided along the
way by two helpers, a Choctaw cowboy and a Mexican cook. There's not
much to tell so far as the first leg of the trip is concerned-the animals were
bought cheap in Paint Rock, and without undue adventure the herd was moved
eastward where they increased in value as they went.
Not until they moved through Fort Worth and approached Dallas did
the fun begin. They moved down Camp Bowie Boulevard, through Arlington
and Grand Prairie, east on Davis Street and north on Zangs Boulevard. Before
they knew it, and without really thinking ahead, Ben and his sidekicks faced
the Oak Cliff Viaduct, "about a mile long . . _ crossing the Trinity River
bottom ahookin' Oak Cliff and points west across to Main Dallas and all points
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east:' Crossing that bridge was indeed an adventure to write ahout. Up
Houston and out Gaston Avenues they went, finally bedding down that night
in the little town of Garland. During the next few days they passed through
Rockwall, Caddo Mills, Greenville (right down Lee Street), Emory, Quitman,
Crow, Big Sandy, Hallsville. and Marshall before crossing into Louisiana. As
Green points out, "tbe further east we moved these horses, the more commotion
they caused and the bigger the herd got in the minds of the people that saw
them." Young Ben employed some of his horse tradin' skill, for which he is
so famous, as he pased along, but not until reaching Bossier City did he unload
the bulk of his herd. If there is any question as to whether Green made a profit
or a loss, there's no choice here but to read the book and see.
Not written as history (Green would not waste his time on such!), this "true
and humorous acount" nevertheless provides a well drawn glimpse of life in
rural East Texas during the not too distant past. The style is easy and conversational---even loose-with neither spelling nor grammar being permitted to get
in the way of a good sentence. In his own special way, Green has again
contributed something of value to the world of literature and history. With
luck, one of the 1750 autographed copies can stiH be found and purchased.
Frank H. Smyrl
East Texas State University

•
The Way to Rainy Mountain. By N. Scott Momaday. II1ustrated by
AI Momaday. Albuquerque (University of New Mexico Press),
1969. $4.95.

•

Three centuries ago the Kiowa Indians started an arduous trek from the
headwaters of the Yellowstone River in what is western Montana to their present
home in Oklahoma. En route they experienced both a cultural and psychological
revolution. A divided and oppressed people when they began, the Kiowas ended
their odyssey with honor and glory. They had acquired horses, freeing themselves "of the ground," and absorbed the general knowledge of how to live
in the vast expanses of the Southem Plains. They had learned the bold, hard
disposition of warriors. As a result, for a hundred years prior to the midninteenth century. they stood as lords of the land-a society of sun priests,
flghters. hunters, and thieves.
Perhaps the Kiowas' most significant acqUisItIon during the course of their
long journey, however, was Tai-me. The sacred Sun Dance doll, Tai-me became
at once their most powerful medicine and the symbol of their spiritual welfare.
The journey, with its cultural and psychological alteration of Kiowa life,
But his
account becomes more than the story of Tai·me and Tai-me's people: it emerges
as a personal journey for Momaday himself. A Kiowa Indian, who teaches
EngliSh at the University of California at Santa Barbara, Momaday weaves his
poetic narrative around his own pilgrimage to the grave of his grandmother.
is recalled by N. Scott Momaday in The Way to Rainy Mountain.
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His route is that traversed by his forebears, and it brings the writer into confrontation with his Kiowa heritage. The result is an evocation of a landscape
notably picturesque, a time that is gone forever, and the human spirit that
endures.
As important as the subject and indeed integral with it is the method of
presentation that Momaday employs. He has arranged his materials in such
a way that, in the three main parts of the book, each set of facing pages
contains three paragraphs, representing three separate narrative threads. The
first paragraph of a given set tells a Kiowa legend, usually timeless in origin.
The second paragraph presents an account of some verifiable or historical
event, ordinarily taken from the nineteenth century period of Kiowa life. The
third paragraph provides the author's impression or comment that derives from
his having heard the legend and read the history, as well as from his having
actually traveled the same route taken by his ancestors centuries eadier. To
more clearly denote the separate narrative threads of each grouping, the publisher
has used three different type faces, one for each paragraph.
At the end of the work, the "Epilogue" consolidates the three parts so
that the three "voices" become one. This is Momaday's way of saying that
legend, history, and contemporary experience converge, as they should, into a
personal reality.
Stylistically the work is a combination of poetry and prose, Actual poems,
"Headwaters" and "Rainy Mountain Cemetery," respectively, introduce and
conclude the book. The dominantly prose style of the interior, however, frequently shades into the poetic,

•

Lending further distinction to the book are the illustrations by the author's
father, Al Momaday, a distinguished contemporary artist.
The Way to Riliny Mountain enhances the growing reputation of N. Scott
Momaday in part by stressing the versatility of his work. Momaday's prior
publications include an edition of The Complete Poems of Frederick Goddard
Tuckman and the novel House Made of Dawn, All three works place Momaday
in the front ranks of a growing number of American Indian writers who include
Vine Deloria, Jr" author of the recent pointed satire called Custer Died for
Your Sins.
Edwin W. Gaston, Jr.
Stephen F. Austin State University

Yazoo: IntegraJion in a Deep-SouJhern Tawn. By Willie Morris. New
York (Harper's Magazine Press), 1971, 192 pp. $5.95.

•

,
•

Fortunately for society there appear, at intervals, writers with a facility for
helping a people to see itself with unCOmmon clarity. If this is accomplished with
literary flair, so much the better. Willie Morris is a writer of this sort.
Texas and Willie Morris have had a great influence on each other.

It was

,
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as an undergraduate at the University of Texas that he had his intellectual
awakening. He won renown as the courageous editor of the University Daily
Texan in the mid '50's, did a stint as the editor of the Texas Observer, and went
on to become the chief editor of Harper's Magazine at the age of 33. It is a
measure of his apparent controversial bent that he recently left that position amid
heavy criticism and extravagant praise.
Morris' first work, NlWth Toward Home. treats Texas with a curious mixture
of admiration and despair. His add passim descriptions of his journeys through
East Texas are almost lyrical in quality. Still his congenital, almost mystic,
ties to his native Mississippi are the dominant theme of that book.

•

•
•
•

•

Thus it is not surprising that Morris' second work, Yazoo, constitutes a
sort of love-hate expression from a sensitive, liberal expatriate of the Deep
South. The book deals with the period of time in 1969 and 1970 when the
first genuine thorough-going school integration was set in motion in the author's
hometown.

The exceptional "sense of place" which Morris recognizes in himself comes
to ~e fore here 3S he gives his impressions of the agony and exhilaration of
change experienced by the citizens, white and black, of a Delta town, in a period
of genuine social and historical significance. Throughout, the author is uncompromising in his pro-integrationist viewpoint. Still his insights are always
tempered with a sympathy for every actor in his real-life drama. Yazoo is not so
much a chronicle of events as an impressionistic assessment of a social climate,
the mood of a people.
Morris writes with dignity, with perception, with grace. and, above all, with
empathy. His is an emotional work. Within the context of time and place it
could not be otherwise.
The author of North Toward Home and Yazoo styles himself a polemicist.
If this is so, he is a social gadfly with an extraordinary measure of conscience

•

and compassion. His purview is nationwide, but his ineradicable Southernness
lends character and distinctiveness to his writing. His latest work constitutes at
the same time a literary creation of consummate skill and a personal report on
social revolution in one place which has relevance to the situation of all Americans
of conscience.
Stephen N. Smith
Stephen F. Austin State University

•

•
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Crime in America by Ramsey Cark. New York (Simon and Schuster),
1970. 346 pp. $6.95.
Ramsey Clark in his recent book, Crime in America, is neither offensive
nor "pushy;' but he does ringingIy arraign OUT society (in clear, concise, compelling terms) for creating, coddling, and continuing conditions which breed.
promote, and enhance the many-faceted crime problem that faces the America
we claim to love and want to preserve.
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Perhaps beyond all else the author is really saying to us, just as do the
protesters of today.that many things are awry in the United States. As he shows,
this nation has failed in numerous ways to erect a social structure that is fair.
equitable, productive (of good), and motivative (aright) for people of good-will

of all races, creeds, colors, and stations in life.

•

Moreover, he underscores the

fact that if we would preserve OUf nation, we must change it; we must come to
grips with, and solve our present day problems, somehow.

At the outset it ought to be pointed out that Ramsey Clark is a person
in whom a great many Texans take pride. A lean, lanky, drawling, six-foot
son of the Lone Star state, in looks and voice he reveals his Dallas-born
heritage. And, his liberal stance speaks well of his home, his school, or his
experiences, mayhap all three. Anyway, as of now, he is in the front rank
of those who understand Crime in America and who offer a solution to the
dilemma it creates.
While we cannot "buy" the extra-superlative personage Tom Wicker makes
Ramsey Clark out to be in the book's introduction, we do agree that Clark's
is probably "the most revolutionary voice in America today . . ." Wicker
thinks Clark has shown us how to master our problems and Our destiny. First
off, we need to change our attitudes, if we would resolve our "crime riddles."
The reader of this volume cannot help but be impressed with statistics
that completely demolish a faulty argument-even J. Edgar's pompous, vain,
slanted mouthings, designed not so much to control or wipe out crime as to
promote the reputation of Hoover and his F.B.I. As Clark argues, crime may
not even be increasing as Hoover and so many reactionary "law enforcers"
would have us believe-federal prisons have fewer inmates today than ten
years ago, we have faster, more accurate reporting methods, and better records
now exist than ever before.
Who would want to argue with this book's claim that about two-thirds
of the arrests in America's larger cities occur among a little less than two percent
of the people? Does this not indict our society? Clark says so, and this
reviewer agrees. Ghettos are hotbeds of lawlessness, filth. disease, and despair
in just about every city. Eliminating them is an absolute necessity if we truly
want to eradicate most crime.
It is not "stretching the truth" to say that Clark has taken the pulse of
Our society and found a fever of anti-social activity that must be stamped out.
Even so, all is not gloom and doom. We can "overcome," we can alleviate or
cure the malady, by eliminating such things as wire-tapping, by doing away
with the out-moded death penalty, by educating and up-grading our peaceofficer forces. by stringent gun controls, by banishment (absolute) of government
information (computerized) pools, by wiping out even the tendency to set up a
police state's machinery of individual dossiers by which rumor, innuendo, and
even falsifications invade personal privacy, by doing away with brutal whippings,
etc., so often practiced by police, and by making our prisons, not "factories of
crime." but places of enlightened penal practices, rehabilitation, and reform.
The author writes with disarming impersonality-which we like. We even
like it when he gets "mad as hell." The average reader, if truly interested, will
feel that same way. too, at least if he is as passionately concerned with all these
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things as is Clark. Surely Crime in A merica underlines the futility of namecalling, and merely petty politics like the Nixon~Agnew fanning of the flames
of race hatred. Clark says ever so many things that needed desperately to be
said, and he does it well. Additionally, he supports statements with a wealth
of facts and figures, which lend authority and authenticity to the book. Finally,
it might be said that his closing is most appropos (and we paraphrase it here):
To solve our pressing "Crime in America" problems today we mllst be "guided
by reason," for to solve our dilemma and straighten out our values, we must
possess and utilize a "passion for justice," not empty words, mind you, but a
deep and abiding passion for the right that will impel us to do whatever is
necessary to right the wrongs in this society-particularly Crime in America.
Read the book and ponder upon its message. It is meaningful, important
and worthy of serious consideration by almost everybody in the United States
this year. Remember, as the book's title says: [These are] "observations on its
[crime) nature, causes, prevention and control."
E. W. Rice
Tarrant County Junior College

•
t

Vicksburg: 47 Days of Siege. By A. A. Hoehling.
(prentice-Hall), 1969.

•

•

•

•

Englewood Cliffs

As the author tells us in the Foreword, the purpose of this book about the
siege of Vicksburg during the Civil War is to ". . . recount litl in the words
and thoughts of the participants ... especially of those civilian victims of war."
In several instances the "civilians" turned out to be citizen soldiers whose
thoughts, at least to Hoehling, seemed to be more akin to civilians than to
professional soldiers. Whatever his criteria for judging and selecting his sources,
he drew upon the recollections of some thirty-six different individuals. Some
of the SOUrces were official reports of Army and Navy officers on both sides,
some were contemporary newspaper accounts, some were diaries and letters
(very few), and some were memoirs published long after the events.

The author utilized his material to put together what amounts to a diary
of the siege. Each chapter of the book tells the happening of a single day.
This rather different treatment gives the reader a sense of actuality and contributes greatly to the development of an understanding of the mounting tension
of a city under nearly continual bombardment.
The book presents a record of life in a besieged city-the lack of news
from the outside world; the continual psychological pressure due to the incessant
sound and fury of a barrage of shells, mortars and small-arms fire; the lack 01
food; and the difficulties of establishing a life in the hastily-dug caves of the city.
True to his desire to portray civilian life during the siege, Hoehling succeeds
in giving the effect to the reader that Vicksburg was an isolated island in an
ocean of war. Although he used such sources as General John C. Pemberton,
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commander of the Confederate Forces, and Admiral David D. Porter of the
Union Fleet, the author failed to place the campaign in the mainstream of
military history. However, this may not be his fault but may be due to the
local interests of the civilians who provided Hoehling with their recollections.

The author did a remarkable job of piecing together the original accounts
so that a definite continuity appeared out of what might easily have been chaos.
Unfortunately, the documents themselves were all too often memoirs or
recollections in published form, some of which did not appear in print until
19I2-nearly fifty years later. It would be interesting to know how the writer
chose his material, and what criteria he used to discard some accounts and keep
others; but he did not choose to tell us. He did attach a short bibliography as
well as a glossary of military terms. Most effective was the album of illustrations
-seventy pages of them-ranging from sketches to actual photographs. A
detailed map of the city of Vicksburg showing the location of the various sites
mentioned by the diarists would have added greatly to the usefulness of the
book.

•

•

Taken altogether, the book is a very readable, popularly-written account
of one of the major battles of the Civil War, told primarily from a civilian point
of view.
Robert H. Selby
LeTourneau College

Deep Like the Rivers: Stories of my Negro Friends, by Martha Emmons.
Austin, Texas (The Encino Press) 1969. 109 pp. Edited by
Wilson M. Hudson.
Martha Emmons, in her thirteenth year as a member of the Baylor
University's English department faculty, and from which school she received
her B.A. degree, has taught previously in Calvert, Taylor, and Nacogdoches.
She took her M.A. degree at the University of Texas and has done further
study there and at Columbia. She has had numerous poems and articles
published and has authored and co-authored almost a dozen social-studies textbooks. Now she has put a collection of first-hand stories of her Negro friends
into an appealing book, Deep Like the Rivers.
Fokelore may cut across many professional fields and historically speaking,
Miss Emmon's book is a distillation and a preservation of the beauty and picturesqueness of a culture which is passing-that of the old-fashioned Southern
Negro. The author has captured much of the loveliness of the natural language
of this untutored folk. She chose the title from a poem by the Negro poet,
Langston Hughes, ''The Negro Speaks of Rivers." She chose it because it
expresses her own feelings about the richness and depth of the Negro's character.
There are nine chapters in Deep Like the Rivers. and each one includes
choice stories accrued by the author in such a natural way by the many informal
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visits she paid to her older Negro friends, matching them story for story in
old-fashioned talk. But the older generation is dwindling and with it the Negro
dialect that Texas has produced.

J. Frank Dobie took his title of "Tone the Bell Easy" (1932) from a song
in an article contributed by Miss Emmons to the Texas Folklore Society and
Mr. Dobie said of her, "certain critical readers with a right to an opinion regard

Martha Emmons as the foremost master of Negro dialect that Texas has
produced." Because of the difficulty in presenting dialect in written form, the
author has made limited use of it in her book. If I ventured a criticism, it
would be that a sound recording made by Martha Emmons of these stories told
mainly by East Texas Negroes might be even more appealing than her book.

•

Miss Emmons feels keenly the importance of preserving the old-fashioned
East Texas Negro and the humor and pathos of his life, not only for the Negro
race but for all Americans, and the last chapter in her book, "All Are Crossing
Over," is a tender. sad farewell to her Negro friends who have "passed over."
Elizabeth B. Davis
Stephen F. Austin State University

•
Fighting Men: The Western Military Heritage. Edited by Archie P.
McDonald and James E. Calahan. Dubuque, Iowa (Kendall/
Hunt Publishing Company), 1970.

•

•

.

"There is many a boy here who looks on war as all glory," William
Tecumseh Sherman told an audience in 1880; "but, boys. it is all hell. You
can bear this warning voice to generations yet to come." Those generations, as
the ones previous, if they heard such warning voices, failed to heed them.
War has followed war with such a persistent and bloody regularity that western
civilization cannot be properly understood without inquiring into the nature and
causes of military conflict. Fighting Men, as its subtitle suggests, is the story
of warfare in the western world.
This work is divided into twelve chapters which range in scope from a few
years to several centuries. The editors offer one chapter each, while the rest
are prepared by other specialists in particular areas. Some of the essays
emphasize military strategy and technology, and others tend towards narrative
accounts of military conflict. The book's coverage of western military history
begins with the Greeks, whose notable contribution to warfare was the phalanx,
and the Romans, who developed the famed manipular legion. The Middle
Ages and Renaissance are represented by an essay on "Knights, Castles and
Crusades." There is a full treatment of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries'
developments in strategy, tactics and armaments, and in the relationship between
the military and civil government in the emerging nation-states of modern
Europe. American military history, which begins to receive attention with the
Great Wars for Empire, is carried through to the period just after the Mexican
War, while the developments in Europe are traced up to the eve of World War I.
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The book, state the editors, is intended "to introduce freshman and sophomore col1ege students to the military history of the western world," Not only
is it entirely adequate for that purpose, but it will also serve well either as a text
or as supplementary reading in ROTC and upper division military history courses.
Moreover, its use need not be restricted to the classroom, for there is much
in the book to appeal to the general reader,
Texans will be particularly interested to find here a well-written essay on
the Texan struggle for independence from Mexico. Students in any state, however, will find this work an interesting and instructive supplement to an
American Or European history survey text; the particularly clear and cogent
treatments of General Edward Braddock's campaign against the French and
Indians, of the military contributions of Gustavus Adolphus, and of the downfall of Napoleon Bonaparte are only a few of the many accounts in this volume
which go far deeper than those found in the average textbook. The editors
express their intention to bring the coverage, through "eventual revisions," up
to the war in Indochina, an addition which would be welcomed by readers as
a correction of the book's only major weakness.
"We expect [this book] ," the editors write, "to help the student appreciate
the role of the military in society and help him understand war. We pray it
will not make him love it." Their expectation no doubt will be fulfilled; may
their prayer be realized as fully.
James T. King
Wisconsin State University
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EAST TEXAS
BY: C. K. CHAMBERLAIN
Because of the enthusiasm exhibited by the Polk County Historical Survey
Committee and its chairman Mrs. John J. Hollenburger, the editor has requested
a story on the Polk County success. Mrs. Hollenburger writes:

Less than two months after the Polk County Historical Survey Committee
was activated in January. 1963, by Proclamation of the Governor and action of
the County Court, they were establishing the nucleus of a museum in the
community room of the First National Bank in Livingston. They had no funds,
no directives from the State Office and questionable know-how. They literaIJy
begged through their "Newsletter," twice each month, and through the other
news media for articles to exhibit as well as for exhibit cases.
Some cases
were loaned (used, of course) by interested individuals, and others were donated.
Enthusiasm grew, and though it was a strange conglomeration of exhibits. it
created much interest in the people of Polk County and in those whose original
roots were there. Later, a memorial program was set up and many donations
were made to it, which were acknowledged by cards to donors and to families.

•

•

HANDPAINTED GILBERT CLOCK AND OTHER
ARTICLES FROM THE EARLY 1800's
The late Gertrude Blodgett Murphy, whose bequest made the present Polk
County Public Library-Museum complex possible, opened a modest bank account
for the committee. The following year, it was included in the county budget
for $600. Through the generosity of interested supporters the museum received,
either as outright gifts, or on loan, many interesting and some valuable items for
display. When the $600 was raised to $1500, it was possible to move forward
in the historical marking program. However, the first marker erected and
the most outstanding one in the county came from a non-resident, Houston
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Harte. of the Harte-Hanks Publications, because John Ben Shepperd, then Texas
State Historical Survey President, called him and read a tribute paid to the late
Governor William Pettus Hobby in the Polk County Committee's "N ewsletter."
The Harte and Hobby families were old friends and Shepperd explained that
the Polk County Committee did not have funds for an official marker, but was
trying to find a way to mark either Hobby's birthplace in Moscow or the site
of his boyhood home in Livingston. Harte made the marker possible and it
was the first erected in Texas honoring a famous Texas statesman. There are
now almost fifty historical markers in the county.
There was an exciting sequence to the dedication of the marker. which was
attended by many prominent people, friends of the Hobbys'. The dedication
was arranged to coincide with the annual homecoming of the little village of
Moscow. Among those who came were Mr. and Mrs. George R. Brown, of
Houston, close family friends of the Hobbys'. Mr. Brown mentioned that it
would be nice to have a little park where the marker was. Of course, the
Polk County committee chairman agreed and, as a result, there is to be a
$50,000 park upon which work is scheduled to begin soon. In addition to the
official historical markers in the county, the Marking Committee has aided
families in securing Government Grave Markers for veterans and have placed
Over 225 in the county.
The Polk County Committee first entered statewide competition at the
Annual Meeting of the Texas State Historical Survey Committee and the Texas
Historical Foundation in 1964, and came home with four of the sixteen awards
offered, including the most coveted top award for "Best Program of Work."
The sweepstakes that year evidently triggered a pattern, because every year
since then, Polk has been winning. They received the first award given for
"Best Newsletter," repeated for first in "Best Program of Work" and placed
second and third in the category in other years. Other awards have included
first in "Best County Committee Chairman" and "Best Sub·Committee Chairman"
and have placed second two years in "Best Scrapbook," as well as many other
honorable mentions and other places in several categories.
Two volumes of a planned twelve on the history of Polk County have been
published and material for the remaining ten is on hand, but unfortunately had
not been organized for publication upon the sudden death of Emma Haynes, the
author. A revolving fund has been set up for the publication and it is hoped
that the remaining ones can be published.
A great feather in the local committee's cap was requesting and receiVIng,
six years later, one of the little early locomotives from W. T. Carter & Bro.
Lumber Co., Camden, Texas. Recently, a valuable piece of downtown property
in Livingston has been given to the museum upon which to display it. An
arChitect/designer from Houston has designed the plans and work should begin
as soon as the property is cleared of the remaining debris from the structure
that had occupied the site. Almost too good to be true is that it is on a corner
lot just across the street from the handsome library-museum complex, Highway
190 West, three blocks from the courthouse, three blocks from the intermediate
school and one and one-half blocks from the high school.
The custom designed and built wall cases in the museum are a source of
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pride, as well as their exhibits, to the museum staff; for many interesting museum
pieces are included. There is a hand scythe that came to the Colonies from
England on The Ark and the Love in 1630 and remained in the same family
until it was placed in the museum. There are other hand-wrought tools: a
medical kit dating back to the War Between the States; a candelabra set (two
candelabrum, a tray holding the candle-snuffer and wick-trimmer) that was
used in the White House during the tenures of both John and John Quincy
Adams, as well as a porcelain (Titian) madallion worn by Mrs. Adams when she
was the First Lady, and it was ninety years old when she wore it! There is a
complete set of the Franklin Mint silver Presidential Commemorative Medallions
from Washington through Nixon, and a set of Presidential spoons. There are
specimen pieces of Parian ware, Meissen, Dresden, Venetian glass, Majolica,
Lusterware (circa 1700's), coffee plates, Haviland, early silver, pewter, ironstone
and a handmade wooden bread tray well over 100 years old.

OXEN YOKE AND OTHER FARM TOOLS

A special exhibit, "March is Telephone Month," was set up to call attention
to the oldest utility in the county, the Livingston Telephone Company. Besides
the early telephones. On display, there were pictures of telephones since their
invention, as well as an assortment of early insulators. Outside the case was a
1909 switchboard. Visitors to the museum are given leaflets on the history
of th.e telephone company as wen as a reprint of the 1909 subscribers to the
system.
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Much interest is shown in the antique post office with its very small window
and old-fashioned boxes. It was an antique which had been on exhibit at
some Eastern expositions and was bought from an antique catalogue by a former
postmaster in Moscow.
One case that is a source of great pride is the one that contains the original

--INDIAN ARTIFACTS
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ceremonial bonnet of the late Alabama-Coushatta Indian Chief Cooper Sylestine
(from 1936 until his death in 1969). Also in this case is the beaded bag that
his wife. Mozanne, made for him when he became the chief. (Their ceremonial
garments had no pockets). There are also baskets and a sieve Mozanne wove
for handling the COrn as they processed it for their "sofkey," an Indian dish.
Especially prized is the very old (no one knows just how old) mortar and pestle
in which they ground their com. It was old enough to have such sentimental
value to the family that when it was too worn out to use, they kept it after
replacing it with another. There are also "sofkey" spoons, one old, one new,
both hand-carved from birch.
One of the most popular cases is a replica of a country store with its
counter of aged wood, upon the front of which is an original flyer advertising
the wares of one of Polk County's earliest stores. On the counter is a plug
tObacco-cutter, a tobaco pouch with part of an old plug of tobacco, a beehive
twine dispenser, and some early scales. There is an assortment of various
things hanging from the walls and on the shelves which include: a bear grease
lamp, an early apple corer and peeler, porcelain whiskey bottle, high buttoned
shoes, coffee mills, flatirons, ice scraper, and an old vinegar or whiskey pump
that fits in the bung hole of a barrel. The old reminisce here and the young
ask what they are seeingl
There are costumes dating back to 1825 (one made during the Civil War).
examples of needlework. and some of the appliances used by early seamstresses.
Several exquisite handmade and embroidered silk quilts and a handwoven coverlet
are in another case with quilting clamps below them. There are early carpenter
tools, dental tools, veterinary dental tools, railroad lantern, ticket punch, etc.
on display. The largest case in the museum is a replica of a parlor at the turn
of the century. The cypress mantel of that period holds a handpainted Gilbert
Clock, England, 1806, as well as the Adams candelabra. A marble top table
holds a china lamp, a china chocolate picture, a Meerschaum pipe and case,
and a 1778 First Edition of The Poetical Works of John Dryden. This was
designed as a background for a $5000 costume from the Fiesta de San Jacinto,
San Antonio. The dress and train, which copies religious vestments in its
design, contains over thirty-three yards of Italian velvet, over 70,000 hand-cut
rhinestones and Over 1000 French silk flowers. The annual fiesta in San
Antonio is the outgrowth of an historical pageant presented in San Antonio in
1891 to honor the visit of President Benjamin Harrison. By appointment the
museum committee presents slides and commentaries to school groups and
conducts tours of the museum. The committee and the museum hope to
continue to expand their service to school and civic groups.

•

Of the original committee formed in 1963, the chairman may be the only
one still active. The success of the committee is due not only to the committee's
hard work and dedication, but to the support by the county courts and the
citizens of Polk County.

The San Augustine Historical Society has recently acquired the site of
the Mission Delores de los Ais, which is a short distance south of the city and
on Highway 147. The Society will restore the old mission building as it was
re-established on Ayish Bayou on August 23, 1721. This should be one of
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the most important restorations in the state, and is a real challenge to San
Augustine. San Augustine is fortunate in having a large number of historical
minded citizens and is especially fortunate in that architect Raiford Stripling is
an enthusiastic member of the Society.

Although the Spaniards had known about Texas since the early part of
the sixteenth century, they had made no attempt to occupy the territory east
of the Rio Grande until the French. under La Salle, had established Fort St.
Louis, perhaps on Gorcitas Creek, in 1685. In response to the French, the
Spanish established San Francisco de Tejas near present day Neches in 1690,
but it became necessary to abandon the mission, and on October 25, 1693, the
missionaries set fire to the wooden structure, sunk their cannon in the Neches,
and departed for Mexico.

FATHER ANTONIO MARGIL DE .JESUS

Father Francisco Hidalgo who had come to the East Texas mission in 1791
did not lose hope of establshing a mission among the East Texas Indians, and
through his contact with the French in Louisiana, the Frenchman, Louis de
St. Denis, was sent to contact the old priest. St. Denis failed to find Hidalgo

;:.
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in East Texas and traveled across Texas and contacted the Spanish settlement
of San Juan Bautista on the Rio Grande on July 18, 1714.
The viceroy· of Mexico did a rather peculiar thing in that he employed St.
Denis to guide a Spanish expedition to re-establish Spanish missions in East
Texas. It was believed if Spanish missions were re-established in East Texas,
that an incursion such as St. Denis' would not occur again, and more important,
the East Texas Indians would obtain instruction in the Christian religion. The
expedition under Captain Ramon left Saltillo in February, 1716, and in a month
had reached the Rio Grande. They reached their East Texas destination in
July, 1716, and founded four missions that month.

•

Toward the end of 1717, Father Antonio Margil de Jesus, a Franciscan,
went with Captain Ramon and others to visit the French fort at Natchitoches.
On his way back, he founded the Mission of San Miguel de Linares on the
site of the modem Robeline, Louisiana. Father Margil then went to the country
of the Ais, and because the Indians asked for a mission, he founded Mission
Delores de los Ais and made it his headquarters.
Delores de los Ais was abandoned in 1719 because of a French attack;
but Father Margil and the Marquis de Aguayo re-established it not on the
original site, but on Ayish Bayou about one half mile from the first site.
In 1773, Delores de los Ais was removed from East Texas.

•
Professor Seth Walton, of the History Department of East Texas Baptist
College, has done the unusual in sending the following notice. The letter
explains what the editor wishes many more historical societies would do.
10 Linwood Dr.
Mashall, Texas 75670
May 26, 1971

Dr. C. K. Chamberlain, Editor
East Texas Historical Journal
Box 6127 SFA Station
Nacogdoches, Texas 75961
Dear Dr. Chamberlain:
This past year I have been First Vice·President (which is Program Chairman)
of the Harrison County Historical Society. and since you are generally looking
for information for the Journal, I thought I'd send you the enclosed summary
of our year's programs.

•

•

The new officers of the society for 1971-72 are James K. Abney, Sr.,
President; Fenn Lewis, First Vice-President; Mrs. Solon G. Hughes, Second
Vice-President; Miss Ruth Hagan, Third Vice-President; Sam Moseley, Secretary;
F. S. McGee, Treasurer and Miss Winnie Ruth Miller, Reporter.
Perhaps you already know that the Texas State Historical Association plans
to have its winter meeting in Marshall and Jefferson on November 27, 1971.
I hope you can be there.
Sincerely,
Seth Walton
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HARRISON COUNTY mSTORICAL SOCIETY PROGRAMS 1970·71

Members of the Harrison County Historical Society experienced a variety
of programs during the 1970-71 year arranged by First Vice-President Seth
Walton. Among the Society's first programs of the year was a panel discussion
on Researching, Writing, and Publishing Local History. Participants were Dr.
Robert Selby, Chairman of the History Department of LeTourneau College,
Longview; Dr. Fred Schroeder of the University of Wisconsin who was in
Marshall under the auspices of the National Humanities Series, and Max Lale,
local author and businessman. Other programs were provided by Col. Chesley
Adams of the Adams' Family and Its Heirlooms; Miss Lucille Estelle, formerly
a local history teacher, discussed Marshall and Harrison County during reconstruction relating how local history reflected national policies; Miss Ruby Lee
Page and Mrs. T. 1. Williamson, teachers of Texas History in Pemberton Junior
High, presented another program showing slides of local historical interest
with a commentary which one of their classes researched and produced.

•

In other programs during the year, Seth Walton, Assistant Professor of
History at East Texas Baptist College, discussed Local, County and Texas
Histories with special emphasis On bibliographies and primary sources of
particular value in research; Mrs. James K. Abney, Sr., Chairman of the
Conservation Society, a new women's subsidiary of the historical society, presented a program showing slides of historic and scenic sites in Harrison County,
copies of which are now available in the Museum; the history of the Marshall
City Federation of Womens' Clubs Library was traced in another program
presented by Mrs. E. N. Smith, Sr., one of the Library's Board of Directors.
The last two programs featured out-of-town visitors to Marshall. Dr.
William A. Owens, noted author, folklorist, teacher, and Dean of the Columbia
University Summer School, was the special guest of the historical society in
April and spoke concerning the importance of researching, writing and recording
local history as events occur. Dr. Owens stressed that what is recorded on
the local level now will be used by future historians and illustrated the usefulness
of oral history by quoting passages of his most recent book, Tales from the
Derrick Floor. Dr. Owens' appearance at the historical society meeting was
one of several he made in Marshall under the auspices of the National Humanities
Series of Princeton, New Jersey.

.,

The final program speaker was Rev. John Gruben of Galveston who provided a program on the Scott family. The society met in the Youree Memorial
Chapel in Scottsville to hear Rev. Gruben describe the family who founded
that community with particular emphasis on W. T. Scott, the principal subject
of the book he is writing.

An official Texas historical marker for the birthplace of Governor Allan
Shivers has been erected in Lufkin. The marker was placed at Ellis Avenue
and Kelly Street.
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ALLAN SIDVERS MARKER
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The inscription on the marker reads:
BIRTHPLACE OF ALLAN SHIVERS
GOVERNOR OF TEXAS (1949-1957)

Born here, in now-razed house. October 5, 1907, to Robert A.
and Ester C. Shivers, pioneer East Texas family, As youth, worked
at odd jobs to earn own pocket money.
Was state senatOr 12 years; Lieutenant Governor for two. A
strong progressive Governor, his term (longest in state history) was
marked by reforms in state hospitals and special schools, prison and
highway improvement, protection of natural resources and historic
sites, and creation of agencies on alcoholism and for higher education.
In private life, one of Texas' outstanding business leaders.

Woody Gaon is chairman of the Angelina County Historical Survey
Committee. The Angelina Historical Society and the Angelina Geoeological
Society are made up of many of the same members and thus work closely
together.

Jasper County's Historical Survey Committee has been reactivated under
the leadership of Lieutenant Colonel Thurman G. Smith of Jasper. Other
personnel appointed by County Judge Gilbert Adams include Mrs. Charles Martin
and Mr. Robert Conn, Kirbyville; Mrs. W. H. Bridges, Roganville; Miss Eulis
Hancock, Mrs. Thurman G. Smith, Mr. William Elmore and Mrs. R. C. Ivy,
Jasper.
Monthly meetings are held at the courthouse. Plans have been made to
erect a marker commerating Jasper's early schools in the fall. Research is under
way to obtain suitable markers for Antioch church and cemetery, Richardson's
Bluff, and Peachtree church and cemetery.
The group is currently recording names and other data from tombstones in
old cemeteries. Jasper City Cemetery is completed.

The Upshur County Survey Committee is under the leadership of Banker
Doyal T. Loyd and meets monthly. Chairman Loyd writes a weekly article in the
Gi/mer Mirror.
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One of his most interesting articles had to do with "Overland Jack," Loyd
writes:
John Rose (Overland Jack) was born in 1888 in Virginia, and died
in Big Sandy in 1962, and was buried in the Clutton Cemetery near
Big Sandy. He has a large tombstone with a goat's head on one side,
a revolver on the other, while in the middle was a picture of him and
his wagon and goat team, but vandals have knocked the picture off.
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OVERLAND JACK WITH WAGON AND GOAT TEAM
Mr. Rose lost both legs when he was about nine years old in trying
to catch a freight train. He made himself some leather pants, made a
short hand walker affair with which he learned to get around exceedingly
well. He says he was near a doctor's home when he lost his legs and
they put him on a dining table and stopped the bleeding. John Rose
left home early in life and started traveling over the county in a one
horse goat wagon selling post cards, and when he got into the Big
Sandy area, he liked it so well he settled there and spent most of his
life in a small cabin just east of the lake on Highway 80.

..
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After settling in Big Sandy, he taught himself how to repair
watches, guns and eye glasses. With these skills, he could have a
much better income, He had a new wagon built to his specifications
in Gilmer, and a new harness made in Big Sandy and trained four to
six billy goats to pull the wagon, which when loaded with the necessary
equipment, weighed about six hundred pounds. He had everything on
his wagon that he needed for his journey except what he could buy
along the way. Early every spring when "Overland Jack" was making
preparation to go on the road, he would bring his wagon to Reeves
Blacksmith Shop in Gilmer and they would completely overhaul it.
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In those days most of the roads were gravel, so many times he had
to have new tires put on the wheels, sometimes a new axle, always new
brakes, and sometimes a new singletree. Whatever his wagon needed,
Reeves brothers would make the necessary repairs, because they bad
built the wagon in the first place. After his equipment had been
checked, he would start out in the spring making about ten miles a day,
stopping on the way to sell cards and do repair work. At first, business
was slow, but soon people in nineteen states were happy to have him
stop in their town. When he stopped in a town, a crowd would gather
and he sold thousands of cards.

•

John told this writer once he drove hard to get to Yellowstone
National Park, but when he got there. they wanted to put a seal on his
pistol and rifle, so he just turned around and hurried back to Texas.
He was not going to risk bears and other animals molesting his goats,
all of which he loved dearly,
From 1909 until the automobile ran him off the road, he said he
traveled 30,000 miles. He handled his six goat team with lines, fed
them about two quarts of grain per day, and camped out every night.
He went as far west as Arizona, north to South Dakota, east to. Indiana,
Tennessee, and Alabama. Thousands of people met or passed him on
the road each summer. He always tried to be back in Big Sandy when
the weather got real cold. He always carried a good rifle and a revolver
for protection of himself and his goats.

•

After the automobile forced him to quit the road, he would go into
Big Sandy nearly every day and repair clocks, watches, guns, pistols
and eye glasses and did well financially. Rose would drive up behind
Bennett's Cafe and they would take a meal out to him, which he always
paid for, although he prepared his own breakfast. Rose was also
a familiar figure in Gilmer for he got around surprisingly well.
John Rose was a good man who loved God, children, Beechnut
tobacco and goats. He earned an honest living and saved his money.
When he died, a sizable sum of money was found in an old dingy
discolored cloth money belt that was around his body.
Strangers still stop in Big Sandy and inquire about "Overland
Jack," the goat man. Cyril Bennett was named in Rose's will as the
administrator of his estate and every detail of the will was carried out.
Bennett was helpful in furnishing some of the information that has
been used in this story of John Rose.

..
W. Walworth Harrison, curator, Hunt County Historical Society, and
Chairman, Hunt County Historical Survey Committee, writes that the Hunt
County Survey Committee has had a busy 1970-1971 year.
The Committee
has placed historical markers at the Greenville cotton compress; the hundred year
old Merit Methodist Church; a grave marker for Captain Henry W. Wade;

..
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site of Wolfs Mill; headwaters of the Sabine River; and at the site of Wesley
College.
Dr. Ralph Goodman has been re-elected President of the County Historical
Association.

'!"

Mrs. Edna Perry Deckler. President and Editor of the Texas Genealogical
Society, has invited the members of the East Texas Historical Association to
attend the annual Texas State Genealogical Convention in Austin Thanksgiving
weekend, November 26, 1971. The meeting will be in the Stephen F. Austin
Hotel in Austin.

The complete program will be announced in September.

Mrs. Decker's

address is: 2528 University Drive, South, Fort Worth. Texas 76109.

The Smith County Historical Society has marked recently three important
historical locations. One marker has been placed at the Belzora Crossing of
the Sabine River between Tyler and Hawkins. Lee Lawrence, Tyler attorney
and State Historical Chairman, made the dedicatory address.

•

•

DEDICATION OF THE BELZORA CROSSING MARKER
LEE LAWRENCE SHOWN AT THE LEFT MAKING THE
DEDICATORY ADDRESS
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The City of Tyler was established in 1846 and the Smith County Historical
Society has dedicated a marker in honor of the founding of the city which
has been placed on the west side of Fountain Plaza in downtown Tyler.

...

•

•

•
THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE TYLER MARKER
DEDICATION FROM LEFT TO RIGHT:

H. O. Pollan, editor of the Smith
County Historical Newsletter; fonner
county Judge Willis Jerrell; Mayor
Jerald Debenpon; and Society President Loy J. Gilbert
In August, 1970, the Society
marker in Bergfeld Park. During
produced the famous Tyler Rifle
federacy. One of the founders of

dedicated the Tyler Confederate Ordinance
the Civil War, the Tyler Ordnance Works
and other equipment for use of the Con·
the Ordinance Works was W. S. N. Biscoe.

Jerry Biscoe of Bullard, a great grandson, and his son and their wives participated
in the dedication of the marker.

.
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JERRy BISCOE AND HIS WIFE ABE ON THE RIGHT
AND THEIR SON AND IDS WIFE ARE ON THE LEFT

Each year the East Texas Historical Society loses friends through death.
Most often the editor is not notified of the death and finds out only when a
notice of renewal is returned with the statement that the former subscriber
is deceased. Fortunately, two notices of death have been seot to the editor
and can be published.
Professor Robert S. Maxwell, Chairman of the Department of History at
Stephen F. Austin State University, writes of Professor Tom Henderson Wells:
The Journal sadly reports the death of Professor Tom
Henderson Wells as a result of injuries suffered in an automobile accident last March while returning from the annual
meeting of the Louisiana Historical Association. A Professor
of History at Northwestern State University of Natchitoches.
Dr. Wells was a specialist in U. S. Naval History and had
an added interest in the social and cultural history of the
Louisiana-Texas frontier. Members of the ETHA will recall
that Dr. Wells was the speaker at the noon luncheon for the
October, 1967 meeting at Nacogdoches and gave a most interesting talk on the activities of "The Trading Firm of
Murphy, Davenport, Barr, and Smith." Students of history
have lost a valued friend in the untimely passing of Tom Wells.
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Mrs. John J. Hollenburger, Chairman of the Polk County Historical Committee writes of the death of Gordie G. Nettles:

Shortly after his retirement and return to his hometown,
Livingston, in 1963, Gordie G. Nettles became a member of
the Historical Marking Committee of The Polk County
Historical Survey Committee. Later that year he became
Historical Marking Chairman and immediately started some of
the busiest and happiest years of his life.

.

Under his leadership, about fifty official Texas historical
markers were ordered for Polk County. Many hours and
many miles went into his research for the verification of
facts necessary to obtain the markers from the Texas Historical

Foundation. One reason Nettles was eminently qualified
for his job was that he liked people, knew many of them and
was always glad to make new friends. His work was recognized statewide as evidenced by the fact that one year he was
named Best Subcommittee Chairman in the state at the Annual
Meetina of The Texas State Historical Survey Committee and
Texas Historical Foundation. Though it would not have
seemed possible, this spurred him to greater efforts. He
appeared before the County Court when the Survey Committee
needed to be represented.

.-.

.
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GORDIE G. NEI'TLES
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Not only was Nettles an outstanding Marking Chairman,
he was so interested in the work of the Survey Committee that
he served in any capacity when needed. He was particularly

..

proud of the museum the Committee had established and
assumed much responsibility there. When the museum was
moving from their first quarters in the First National Bank
Building to the handsome new Polk County Public Library
Museum, he took charge. Even when others were hosting
there at open hours, he went by almost every day just to be
sure things were going right, and because he loved it. From
the first annual meeting he and his wife attended in 1964, he
never missed one. He was loyal to his church, his community
and the American Legion Post as he was to the Survey Committee. That he was appreciated by all who knew him is to be
permanently in evidence as the first time the County Court
met after his death, January 23, 1971, they voted to have the
handsome new flagpoles at the County Courthouse designated
as "The Gordie G. Nettles Flagpoles" and they were dedicated
in September. The inscription On the plaque reads:

THE GORDIE G. NETTLES FLAGPOLES

These flagpoles were executed by the County Court at the request
of Gordie G. Nettles (l895-197l), a revered Polk Countian, A Veteran
of World War II and a distinguished American. He left memorials
for posterity in the many Texas Official Historical Markers in Polk
County for which he was responsible as Historical Marking Chairman
for the Polk County Historical Survey Committee. In gratitude for
his life and service, these flagpoles are dedicated to perpetuate the
memory of Gordie G. NeUles.

Erected 1971

•
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